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Women’s History Month at Red Flag 21-2: Female service members stand on the flightline for Women’s History Month
at Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada, March 19, 2021. The service members participated in the Air Force’s two-week advanced
aerial combat training exercise, Red Flag. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Natalie Rubenak)
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

Scott Fike, Col USAF (Ret)
President,
Logistics Officer Association

LOA President’s Letter
Greetings LOG NATION!
I have been humbled to work with an amazing
executive board who work hard every day to further
our Logistics community. Who would have thought
that we would end our 3rd decade, our 39th year as
MOA/LOA in a virtual symposium? To say the past
year has been anything but normal would be an
understatement, but your LOA organization has
powered through as we always do in situations like
these… virus protocols, national lockdowns, world
events have not stopped us from reaching across
the globe to provide superior logistics support
to continue to defend this great nation through
Airpower, Sustainment, and Acquisitions… YOU have
made the difference—STRONGER, BETTER AND
CERTAINLY RESILIENT!
We were determined to not let a global pandemic
stop the professional and educational experiences
you will have at LOA 2021. After all, this is the
premier Logistics Symposium of the year focused
on our profession of arms. I would like to thank
our Symposium team, led by Dara Hobbs, Jenna
Fletcher, and Ken Benton. These individuals have
worked for months to bring you an amazing virtual
event.

Our symposium focus is “Under Attack: Agile
Logistics for the Future Fight”. Interestingly, we
developed the theme of Agile Logistics last year—
before the pandemic swept across the nation--based
on a LOGTALK given at LOA 2019 by Alex Pagano.
This past year, we no doubt faced a world where
logistics became inhibited and, in a sense, under
attack, and we had to remain agile for the sake of
preserving national security and helping the nation
adapt to one of its most trying times.
The pandemic over the last year has shown how
critical our partnerships are. Our partnerships
with and within organizations such as the Air
Force Sustainment Center, Air Force Life Cycle
Management Center, Defense Logistics Agency, the
Joint Staff, Combatant Commands, and of course
our industry and academia partners as well—these
partnerships required innovative thinking to enable
our logistics and acquisitions machines to be ready
in a moments notice. To borrow from our Airman’s
Creed—“We will not fail”—and we didn’t—you
didn’t.
Under the leadership and guidance of Jerry
Ottinger, our Chief Learning Officer, and Marc
Bleha, our Dean of LOA University, we have dozens
of sessions targeting process improvement,
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constraint identification, and operations as well
as opportunities for personal and professional
development. Our Chief Operating Officer and
Board of Advisors ensure we execute a long-term
strategic plan for our professional organization and
remain focused on your professional development,
mentoring, and networking.
I want to welcome in our newly elected Vice
President, Ms. Jenna Fletcher and newly elected
Chief Information Officer, Alex Pagano, who are
both up to the challenge of leading a national
level organization. We owe our utmost respect
and gratitude to our outgoing Vice President,
Jason Kalin and our Chief Information Officer, Ryan
VanArtsdalen. Gentlemen, you have served your
LOG NATION well and will continue to do great
things!
We all know we have a long tradition of supporting
and partnering with local chapters via our amazing
ambassadors led by Anna Kouri, Katie Wallace,
Madeleine Jonson, and Mitchell Przybocki. Your
local chapters and ambassadors continue to put
together opportunities for continuous professional
development, community involvement, scholarship
outreach, tours, and more. We are indebted to
those serving at the local chapter level, and we
encourage all our leaders to remain involved at the
local level, attend some chapter meetings, and pass
on lessons you’ve learned. With that, I sincerely
thank all our Senior Leaders who serve as our local
chapter advisors as well as in other capacities.
I wanted to take a moment to memorialize our
Women in Defense Logistics (WIDL) program.
WIDL was co-created in 2019 by Holly Gramkow,
Jondavid DuVall, Jackie Lockett, Erika O Hora, and
Emilie Scantlebury to expand our Senior Loggie
Ladies mentoring network and create opportunities
for professional networking at all ranks as well as
conduct base immersion visits for our industry
partners. We would like to thank our key industry
partners for supporting WIDL in 2021: KPMG,
Connected Alliances, Frontier Technology, Oasis
Systems, and Marvin Test Solutions.

A huge enabler for our phenomenal LOA’s staying
power over these past almost forty years is the
support from our industry partners. A huge thanks
to all our industry partners and friends, and special
thanks to our LOA2021:
Platinum Sponsors: Boeing and Northrop Grumman
Diamond Sponsor: Lockheed Martin
Patron Sponsors: Pratt & Whitney, Standard
Aero, Frontier Technology, University of Oklahoma
Executive MBA in Aerospace & Defense
Session Sponsors: Infor and Salesforce
Sponsors: Oasis Systems, Array Information
Technology, Connected Alliances, KPMG, University
of Tennessee, Haslam College of Business,
Aerospace & Defense Programs, Forward Edge
Ai, General Atomics Aeronautical Systems,
EdgeDweller, Goldratt Consulting, Good Luck Don’t
Suck Consulting, and Aviation Week Network.
Our Exceptional Release professional journal
has been your voice since 1982 and is the last
professional journal solely focused on the Logistics
profession of arms. Our editorial team, under the
leadership of Montanna Ewers, Chief Editor, and
Mary Parker, Assistant Editor, and our numerous field
editors and graphic designers have worked tirelessly
to compile another fantastic issue showcasing
articles that current, relevant, and ready for debate
and discussion!
Tap a Shoulder!
Let’s Go — Let’s Grow — Let’s Get After It!

Scott Fike
President
Logistics Officer Association
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Montanna J. Ewers
Chief Editor
Exceptional Release Journal

Editor’s Letter
Friends,
We’re excited to bring you this edition of the Exceptional
Release. The quality of research and variance of opinions
provided by the authors is incredible, and I’m humbled to be
a part of the team that pushes these out to you.
In a departure from the normal editorial preface, I’m going to
join my fellow logisticians in deliberately recognizing women
who have shaped logistics through the years. This is by no
means an exhaustive list, but searching through history was
an educational experience for me. I hope it provides some
education for you as well, and I further hope it piques your
interest enough to send you down your own rabbit holes.
As always, please reach out to me with questions, opinions,
or anything you want to see in the ER. For those brave few
who wish to share their own thoughts and articles, please
contact me directly and we’ll work together to get them in
print. You can contact me directly via editor@loanational.org,
LinkedIn, or Facebook.
Thank you again for the opportunity to serve as your editor
of your Exceptional Release.

Montanna J. Ewers
Chief Editor
Exceptional Release Journal
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A Century in Review:

Women in Logistics
1900

Anne Rainsford French Bush becomes the United
States’ first female licensed driver when she receives a Steam
Engineer’s License (Locomobile Class) from the City of
Washington, D.C. on March 22nd.

1915

Wilma Russey becomes New York City’s first female taxi

driver on January 1st, after working more than a year as a
garage mechanic.

1918

Luella Bates becomes the United States’ first female truck
driver when she’s chosen as a test driver for the Four Wheel
Drive Auto Company. She works as a test driver during World
War I and remains with the company afterward.

1922

Helen Schultz, the “Iowa Bus Queen”, becomes the first
woman to own a bussing company when she establishes
her Red Ball Transportation Company, providing intercity
passenger transportation throughout the Midwest.

1923

The US Department of Labor holds the first
Women’s Industrial Conference at Washington,

D.C.’s New National Museum “for the purpose of discussing
problems of women in industry.” After noting “every fourth
woman is a worker”, the invitation states “No other foundation
for commercial success will be so sure as the conservation
of practices in industry which make for the health and wellbeing of the women workers and also assure efficiency in the
industries.”

1927

Phoebe Fairgrave Omlie and Ruth Nichols become

1930

Ellen Church becomes the world’s first female flight
attendant on May 15th. Even after earning a private pilot’s
license, there were no airlines hiring female pilots. However,
Church knew European airlines were using male stewards. She
emphasizes her nursing degree education as a way to ease
passengers’ flying anxieties, which convinces the Boeing Air
Transport Office (a precursor of United Airlines) to hire female
stewards. Not only is she hired, but the company asks her to
hire seven other nurses to test and expand the program.

the first two federally licensed aircraft mechanics. After
passing their examinations on July 22nd, they are both awarded
Aircraft and Engine mechanic certifications (equivalent to the
FAA’s current Airframe and Powerplant (A&P) certifications)—
Nichols is given license #421 and Omlie license #422.
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1945

Elizabeth Windsor (later Queen Elizabeth II)

1948

Marilyn Jorgenson Reece becomes the first female

1971

Capt Marcelite J. Harris graduates Aircraft

1983

Elizabeth Dole is appointed as the US’s first female
Secretary of Transportation. This also makes her the first
woman to lead a branch of the US military, as the US Coast
Guard fell under the Department of Transportation at the time.

2002

Col Carmen Mezzacappa is elected LOA’s first female

2008

Gen Ann E. Dunwoody, a career logistician since 1975,

2011

Lt Gen Judith Fedder as first female to be appointed

2017
2019

joins the British Army’s Auxiliary Territory Service as a truck
mechanic and driver. After a year of trying to convince
her parents, the royal family allows her to join the ATS as
a second subaltern (similar to a second lieutenant). She
eventually makes the rank of junior commander (captain).
engineer for California’s Division of Highways (later Caltrans).
In 1965 she designs the I-10/405 interchange, which now
bears her name.

Maintenance Officer Course at Chanute Air Force Base,
Illinois, becoming the Air Force’s first female maintenance
officer. She is later one of the first two female Air Officers
Commanding at the US Air Force Academy and the Air
Force’s first female deputy commander for maintenance. In
1997, she becomes the highest-ranking female officer in the
Air Force and the Department of Defense’s highest ranking
Black American woman. She retires as a Major General from
her position as the Air Force’s Director of Maintenance.

president. A career munitions and aircraft maintenance
officer, she retired in 2005 after 30 years in the Air Force.

becomes the first female in US military history to achieve a
fourth star. She retires from her position as the head of the
Army Materiel Command in 2012.

Deputy Chief of Staff for Logistics, Installations and Mission
Support

LOA has its first all-female Executive Board when

Carol Howitz, Sarah Franklin, Laura Holcomb, and Tessa
Lanoy take their elected positions.

LOA establishes Women In Defense Logistics, an

effort led by Holly Gramkow, Jondavid DuVall, Jackie Lockett,
Erika O Hora, and Emilie Scantlebury.
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PHOTO HIGHLIGHT

Modern day Rosie the Riveter: Airman 1st Class Bethany Dacus, 911th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron crew chief, poses for a photo after
conducting routine maintenance on a C-17 Globemaster III at the Pittsburgh International Airport Air Reserve Station, Pa., March 1, 2021. Today,
women play many vital roles in accomplishing the U.S. Air Force mission, and their accomplishments and contributions to society are celebrated
during the month of March, which was declared Women’s History Month by Congress in 1987. (U.S. Air Force photo by Joshua J. Seybert)
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Military Aviation Losses Report:
Required Reading and a Call for Reflection
By: Lt Col Michael Lasher
Editor’s Note: Read the NCMAS’ final report at
https://www.militaryaviationsafety.gov/report/NCMAS_Final_Report.pdf

Exhausted, overworked, stressed, frazzled; if you
have been a member of a military aviation unit
in the last 15 years, you likely have seen signs of
these conditions in your unit if not experienced
them yourself. I know I have. In fact, I would argue
that these conditions are firmly rooted in the
USAF aviation maintenance culture, almost as a
badge of honor. As a new maintenance officer,
I felt powerless to resist the culture and found
it easier to embrace as a means to relate to the
Airmen I was charged to lead. I thought then that
a good maintenance officer should get out on

the line and “embrace the suck” with the Airmen—
working long hours and weekend duty—so that
even if I couldn’t solve the problems I would at
least experience them with my team. How could I
lead them if I had not experienced the challenges
myself? While gaining practical experience and
perspective is important, it is simply a means
to a much more important end—one that takes
several years to mature. While slowly transitioning
from a green maintenance officer to an aircraft
maintenance squadron commander, I gained
increasing operational experience and perspective

Image Above: This Air Force special operations Bombardier DHC-8/Q200 crash-landed in a remote area of western Africa when it
ran out of fuel and both engines shut down. All three crewmembers and six passengers were injured, with one passenger sustaining
serious injuries. The $7 million aircraft was a total loss. (Air Force Photo)
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while observing more and more indications of
these aforementioned stressful conditions (and in a
wider array of contexts). Meanwhile, the U.S. military
aviation community was experiencing an alarming
rate of mishaps.
In 2019, the U.S. Congress took notice of this high
rate of military aviation mishaps and created the
National Commission on Military Aviation Safety
(NCMAS). This Commission was charged to examine
the more than 6,000 military aviation mishaps
since 2013. On Dec 1st of 2020, the Commission
of seven military and civil aviation experts—highly
experienced in operations, defense policy,
manufacturing, and aviation safety—submitted
their 70 page report to both the U.S. President
and Congress. Military Aviation Losses FY20132020 bears a striking cover page you may not
soon forget. In large bold font you will find “224
LIVES, $11.6 BILLION, 186 AIRCRAFT.” Beyond
the cover page, profound statements continue
throughout. Most notably, the Commission found
clear trends in responses across the military aviation
community when they asked thousands of pilots
and maintainers what will cause the next mishap.
If you are a maintenance or logistics officer in the
USAF, the answer is one you likely already know;
“… insufficient flight hours, decreasing proficiency
levels, inadequate training programs, excessive
administrative duties, inconsistent funding, risky
maintenance practices, and a relentless operations
tempo,” the report states. After 15 years of
experience on a wide array of airframes around
the globe, from training to operational combat
missions, I can say it is no less than cathartic to read
a National Commission report which acknowledges
and concisely explains those issues. More important,
however, are the Commission’s recommendations
that are summarized in four key areas: “Pilots should
fly; maintainers should maintain; data can save lives;
and funding should be consistent.” The Commission
acknowledges the complexity of the issues that lie
ahead and recommends “integrated solutions that
prioritize safety.” Herein lies the true value of the
report. The Commission’s recommendations serve
as a platform from which young leaders can begin

M I L I TA R Y AV I AT I O N LO S S E S
F Y2 013 –2 02 0

224 LIVES
$11.6 BILLION
186 AIRCRAFT

For maintenance officers
new to the field, this
report should be essential
to the foundation of your
development...

Image Top Right: U.S. Air Force F-22 Raptors from the 199th Fighter Squadron Hawaii Air National Guard and the 19th Fighter
Squadron at Joint Base Pearl Harbor- Hickam perform the missing man formation in honor of fallen servicemembers during a Pearl
Harbor Day remembrance ceremony. The missing man formation comprises four aircraft in a V-shape formation. The aircraft in the ring
finger position pulls up and leaves the formation to signify a lost comrade in arms. (Department of Defense photo by U.S. Air Force
Tech. Sgt. Michael R. Holzworth.)
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to understand and untangle systematic issues,
therefore allowing cleanly integrated solutions
to form over time. For maintenance officers new
to the field, this report should be essential to
the foundation of your development—a core
memory, to borrow a line from the movie Inside
Out.
I remember my experiences as a young
maintenance officer, and in retrospect I wish I
had been empowered with a more complete
understanding of the challenges and risks
facing the maintainers in my unit. Instead, I
simply observed what I now would consider
questionable aviation maintenance practices.
I was not confident enough then to assert my
objection and formulate a permanent corrective
action for two main reasons. First, I felt as a
new maintenance officer that my job was only
to learn. In learning mode I made a habit of
receiving information only to put it into the
experience bank. Second, I felt powerless
to impact what I perceived to be a tried and
true maintenance process. We had no Class
A mishaps, no serious mission impacts, just
all the signs of conditions which lead to them.
I could see the evidence, but I lacked the
perspective to see an alternative solution—
much less understand how I could make a better
solution a reality. A better approach would have
been to understand where I fit in the larger process,
to understand how the issues and concerns I had at
a very tactical level fit into the larger and growing
concerns of the service. The Commission’s report,
with its multifaceted approach to our safety problem,
may provide the framework necessary to concisely
bring many young maintenance officers up to speed
by putting the similar issues and concerns I had into
a greater context.
The report is divided into ten chapters that succinctly
analyze topics such as military aviation safety
data, the human/machine interface, sustaining the
machine, funding, maintenance, and pilot training.
Throughout the Commission’s analysis of these
topics, the use of a familiar framework guided the
discussion. A USAF maintenance course taught
me to use the Aircraft, People, and Equipment
framework when preparing for and executing a

Human-Machine-Environment
Framework
Source: National Commission on Military Aviation Safety

I could see the evidence,
but I lacked the
perspective to see an
alternative solution—
much less understand
how I could make a
better solution a reality.
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deployment. In this report, the Commission
employs the use of a Human, Environment,
Machine framework, saying that these elements
“must work together in harmony to optimize
safety and readiness.” Relative to the USAF
taught model, the Commission’s framework
takes a wider perspective yet, one we USAF
maintenance officers can easily relate to. If we
bundle our Aircraft and Equipment together,
then we clearly understand the Commission’s
Machine. If we begin to think of People in a
broader sense than quantities of AFSCs and
special certifications on a deployment package,
and instead consider human factors, physiology,
ethos, and culture, then we transform People
into the Human framework. After that we really
only have to understand the introduction of
Environment framework. According to the
Commission, Environment includes “operations
ranging from peacetime training to combat
preparation during which aircrews accomplish
their mission and maintainers sustain the aircraft”
and “the institution and infrastructure that
supports these operations: resources, policies,
budgets, organizational structures, logistics,
facilities, accountability and operations tempo.”
Environment is the perspective I lacked as a
young maintenance officer and one that I had to
learn in years of experience. I couldn’t see the
forest for the trees. I had no idea that the small
voice inside of me—saying something might
not be right about our culture—may actually be
part of a larger issue and not just a result of my
inexperience. Understanding of Environment
is essential for the young maintenance officers
who will be charged to understand and lead the
correction of our deficiencies.

Environment is the
perspective I lacked as
a young maintenance
officer and one that I
had to learn in years of
experience. I couldn’t
see the forest for the
trees. I had no idea that
the small voice inside of
me—saying something
might not be right about
our culture—may actually
be part of a larger issue
and not just a result of
my inexperience.

As we continue operations with incredible
effectiveness at an astounding pace, current and
future leaders of our maintenance and logistics
enterprise should pause to reflect on their
experience in light of this report. Reflection on
our experiences is critical to the navigation of
a rapid and almost unimaginable future. In his
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August 2020 assessment of the strategic environment
USAF Chief of Staff Gen Brown challenged Airmen to
“Accelerate change or lose.” Look no further than Gen
Brown’s CSAF Action Orders to Accelerate Change
Across the Air Force (Dec 2020) or former Assistant
Secretary of the Air Force (Acquisition, Technology
& Logistics) Dr. Will Roper’s AFWERX Memorandum
for the Acquisition Workforce (Sep 2020) for signs of
the rapidly changing environment. The Environment
is changing rapidly, and maintenance and logistics
leaders will be essential to shaping the conditions
which allow for successful implementation of new and
advanced forms of military operations. We are already
being asked how to sustain if not enhance legacy
systems while implementing new weapon systems and
technology, and our answers cannot be short-sighted.
We must understand the relationships between the
Human, Machine, and Environment to ensure that in
future iterations of warfare, with new and old weapon
systems, we are able to provide the full weight of our
military might to bear at the time and place of our
choosing.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lt Col Michael Lasher commands the 314th
Aircraft Maintenance Squadron at Little Rock Air
Force Base. He is a career maintenance officer
with experience in a wide variety of airframes. He
can be reached at michael.lasher@us.af.mil.

T-38 CRASH PROBE: When he became disoriented and misjudged the runway, a pilot with the 14th Flying Training Wing at
Columbus AFB, Miss., crashed a T-38 Talon at Ellington Field, Texas. The crash landing caused $2.1 million in damage to the landing
gear, engines, right wing and tail section of the twin-engine supersonic jet. (photo by Master Sgt. Dale Hanson III)
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Huse House: Aerospace propulsion technicians assigned to the 48th Maintenance Group prepare a test cell before starting an F-15E
Strike Eagle engine at RAF Lakenheath, United Kingdom, March 17, 2021. Each engine is tested and monitored to ensure it is safe for
flight before being installed into an aircraft. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Madeline Herzog)
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ACE and the Iron Triad
By: Maj James Guthrie

In a previous article, I wrote that different
types of aircraft need to execute Agile Combat
Employment (ACE) in different ways based on
factors like aircraft requirements and acceptable
levels of assumed risk.1 This article will explore
potential methods of ACE execution for the
aircraft that make up the Air Force’s Command
and Control, Intelligence, Surveillance, and
Reconnaissance (C2ISR) fleet, otherwise known as
the Iron Triad. These aircraft are all low density/
high demand (LD/HD) strategic assets which
exposes them to elevated risks less acceptable
than doing so with assets like fighter aircraft.
However, all three of these aircraft bring critical
capabilities to the Joint fight that cannot be
sidelined in a great power conflict. Therefore, the
Air Force must have a plan for deploying these

assets in a wartime scenario while managing risk
appropriately. The concepts discussed below are
suggested courses of action for executing an ACE
approach while mitigating risk to acceptable levels
for these aircraft.
The ability to loiter in the area of operations is a
key measurement of effectiveness for the aircraft
of the Iron Triad. Extended loiter time enables
the E-8C JSTARS to collect information and
observe and execute air to ground operations;
the E-3 AWACS to observe and execute the air to
air operations; and the RC-135V/W Rivet Joint to
maximize collection, analysis, and dissemination
of signals intelligence. However, if that loiter time
is significantly reduced, the effectiveness of these
aircraft is negatively impacted.

Image Above: An E-8C Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System aircraft sits on the flightline at Al Udeid Air Base, Qatar, Jan. 16,
2020. The JSTARS provides commanders with vital intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance capabilities to help maintain security
and stability in the region where they are operating. (U.S. Air Force photo by Tech. Sgt. John Wilkes)
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One way that loiter time is reduced is by extending flight
times to the target area from a home base. Augmented
crews can help offset some of this; however, when travel
to and from the target area is coupled with the necessity
for greater loiter time for mission requirements this can
quickly reach the maximum flight hours limitations of the
augmented air crew.2 As discussed in an earlier paper, great
power adversaries like Russia and China recognize the U.S.
military’s overseas bases are great strengths but also great
vulnerabilities. Thus if our traditional main operating bases
(MOBs) were eliminated early in the conflict, the Iron Triad
could start with a “drive” of up to 8 hours to and from the
orbit area in addition to the on-station time requirement.
Using the Indo-Pacific Theater as an example, if China were
to eliminate Kadena or Yokota as viable basing options early
in a conflict, our strategic C2ISR assets could be forced
back to as far as Guam. This extended travel time cannot
be overcome by augmented crews and would greatly
reduce the effectiveness of all C2ISR assets by limiting loiter
time. Therefore, losing forward MOBs would decrease the
effectiveness of some of the Air Force’s most important
strategic assets.
How does the Air Force offset the loss of established
forward MOBs for our C2ISR fleet, knowing that great power
competitors plan to eliminate them early in a conflict? This
is not the first time the U.S. military has faced the potential
loss of forward-located MOBs in a conflict. Early in the Cold
War, Strategic Air Command (SAC) recognized that their
forward-located bases in Germany were concentrated in
such a way that “as few as 15 well-placed atomic weapons
could constitute a fatal blow.”3 As a result, SAC turned to a
dispersal strategy and realigned their forces to spread them
over a wider geographical area with a minimum separation
of thirty miles between units.4 To execute this strategy, SAC
identified the importance of supporting concepts like prepositioned support equipment, air transportable refueling
systems, and runway repair material at various locations. As
Soviet technology advanced, SAC realized that stationing
their strategic assets in forward overseas bases, as a longterm strategy, made them extremely vulnerable (even when
dispersed) and thus transitioned the majority of the strategic
bomber force to the continental U.S. Instead of using forward
MOBs, SAC shifted to utilizing forward ground refueling
bases, or forward operating bases (FOBs) with a manning
and equipment footprint that was significantly smaller than
that of a MOB. In short, SAC planned to execute the original

If our traditional MOBs
were eliminated early
in the conflict, the
Iron Triad … could be
forced back to as far as
Guam. This extended
travel time cannot be
overcome.
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version of ACE: launching missions from more secure bases
geographically distant from the fight, then using dispersed,
light forward positions to prosecute the attack.
The lessons learned from the SAC strategic bombers of fifty
years ago are valuable and still applicable to the aircraft of
the Iron Triad. The five most important lessons that must be
applied to ACE for modern strategic aircraft are:
1. Dispersal during wartime is necessary for survival.
2. Concentration of logistical assets at one location
make it a lucrative target – multiple rear echelon bases
ensure continuous forward operations.
3. The further you are from the adversary’s missiles, the
safer you are (i.e., distance buys reaction time).
4. Reliable communications are critical for dispersed
operations.
5. Maintenance and support functions not designed
for mobile operations will suffer and hinder mobile
forward operations.

“

SAC planned to execute
the original version of
ACE: launching missions
from more secure bases
geographically distant
from the fight, then
using dispersed, light
forward positions to
prosecute the attack.

The practical application of these five lessons help form the
modern concept of operations for utilizing ACE with the
Iron Triad.
The strategic aspect of Iron Triad aircraft necessitates a
lower level of assumed risk than with some other airframes.
One method of mitigating the risk is dispersal, and another
is separation between U.S. assets and the adversary’s
forces (the further you are from the missiles, the safer you
are). To minimize the risk to critical national assets, the Air
Force needs to combine these two. ACE for the Iron Triad
should seek to do this by creating two rings of operations.
The first ring would be a rear echelon consisting of bases
distanced outside the reach of the adversary’s medium
range missiles and tactical strike capabilities. This distance
increases the time for missile defense systems to effectively
protect the strategic assets stationed there. Rear echelon
bases would have no more than three of each aircraft
assigned to them with the intent that no more than two
aircraft be on the ground at once in order to maximize
dispersal. Additionally, a best practice would be to spread
the different types of C2ISR aircraft across different
theater locations to further diffuse Air Force presence and
increase the difficulty of the adversary’s targeting calculus.
Maintenance and logistics packages need to be stationed
at these rear echelon bases with the expectation that all

...effective execution of
ACE requires us to avoid
a large logistics assets
concentration and heavy
forward maintenance
capabilities.
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heavy maintenance takes place in these locations.
If one were considering the Indo-Pacific Theater,
good locations for Iron Triad rear echelon basing
would include locations such as Anderson AFB, JB
Pearl Harbor-Hickam, Alaska, and Australia.
ACE-oriented action would take place at the
forward operations ring. These forward operating
locations (FOLs) would be places where aircraft
can take off, land, refuel, and swap crews. Aircraft
would stay on the ground no more than 24 hours
and only undergo minimal maintenance like tire
or brake changes or avionics box swaps. Most
importantly, the forward operations ring must
include enough potential operating location
options to degrade its enemy target value. For

example, multiple forward operations rings
could be established in Japan to support IndoPacific operations. Japan is ideal because it has
multiple regions with 4 to 6 suitable airfields each,
separated by no more than 4 to 6 hours drive
time (note: the map below does not include any
U.S. or Japanese military airfields). This further
complicates the adversary’s targeting calculus.
Even if they can determine which basic area (or
ring) the aircraft have gone to, they still have to
contend with multiple FOL options. As much as
possible, the strategic C2ISR fleet should seek to
maximize this type of situation in order to enhance
survivability. Naturally, multiple aircraft using the
same FOL at the same time should be avoided.

The above map shows at least 4 forward operating rings
that could be established in Japan made entirely of
civilian airports that meet the majority of requirements.
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The Iron Triad’s method of executing ACE will drive
location-based decisions. At a minimum, planning
factors should include ensuring the locations are
not in immediate danger of ground or missile
attack during take-off and landing; and that there
is a consistent, sustainable petroleum, oil, and
lubricants (POL) flow to the operating location.
Other aircraft-centric considerations are minimum
runway distances, if the aircraft will take off with
their mission systems operating, and the desired
level of maintenance capabilities at the FOLs
which will drive support equipment and spare part
requirements. However, when discussing factors
like maintenance capabilities, one should equate
FOLs with fighting positions, not operational
sanctuaries. As such, effective execution of
ACE requires us to avoid a large logistics assets
concentration and heavy forward maintenance
capabilities. Therefore, the Air Force must be
ready to generate sorties without the bulky AGE
usually associated with the Iron Triad. Additionally,
factors like airlift capability, local transportation,
host nation support, and mission requirements
must be weighed when deciding the way forward.
Bearing these considerations in mind there are
at least three potential ways to execute forward
operations. For the purposes of this article we will
call them Forward Plans (FP) A, B, and C.

FPA is the least ACE-like of the three. In FPA,
the Air Force has established strong support
agreements with a host nation and has a small
support equipment presence on the ground in
the forward operating ring along with required
security measures for these assets. This support
equipment might include minimal air, power, and/
or hydraulic carts, tools and consumables (like oil
and hydraulic fluid), and perhaps a small forward
deployed supply kit with tires and critical avionics
components. The larger footprint would either
dictate fewer operating locations or establish a
need for dedicated trucking or regional airlift to
support utilizing multiple FOLs. In the opening
stage of a great power conflict, transportation
assets would be at a premium, which could inhibit
mobility. This larger footprint and the additional
time to move it would also limit the ability to
move the package, further degrading mobility.
Therefore, executing FPA would be the least
agile ACE option and the one that introduces
the most risk. The manpower required for this
plan could vary, but would require at least 8 to
10 Airmen depending on the amount of crosstraining capability and the security, intelligence,
contracting, and communications requirements on
the ground.

Capstone Event Validates AFCENT ACE Capabilities: An U.S. Air Force E-3 Sentry, or AWACS, and E-8C Joint Surveillance Target
Attack Radar System aircraft sit on the flightline at Prince Sultan Air Base, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, March 1, 2021. The Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance platforms were at PSAB in advance of an Agile Combat Employment capstone event. The
event follows a series of ACE events throughout the U.S. Central Command area of responsibility that enhance theater airpower
competencies, validate operational capabilities and command and control while simultaneously strengthening regional partnerships.
(U.S. Air Force photos by Master Sgt. Wes Wright)
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FPB involves placing a regional ground team in-country with
locally procured ground transportation to help transport a
small amount of equipment, tools, consumables, and a few
frequently replaced supply assets necessary to recover and
regenerate a jet. This plan would require the ground team to
utilize in-place host nation assets in order to execute certain
types of minimal maintenance such as changing a tire. Teams
operating like this would require training on partner nation
assets, and support equipment adapter kits may need to be
developed as well. The key to success for this approach is
that the ground team is both mobile and self-sustaining for
limited periods of time. As such, these teams would need
to be either deployed with self-transportable stocks of food
and water, or be able to survive off the land or self-procure
from the economy. The manpower cost for FPB is roughly the
same as FPA, though it may be slightly higher due to inherent
security and transportation requirements.
FPC is the most agile of the three options. It also has the
highest risk of potential negative mission impact. This plan
involves putting a minimal number of Airmen on the jet itself,
along with minimal tools and consumables. The package
would be entirely dependent on support from either host
nation partners or regional forward deployed forces for
anything beyond bare minimum maintenance (refueling
and troubleshooting). The aircraft would have to carry food
and water supplies for multi-day missions, or arrangements
established with host nation partner to supply these
necessities. The manpower required for this option could
be as little as 3 to 4 people and would require aircrew and
ground crews to work as a team to secure the aircraft on the
ground and liaise with the host nation for support.

The Air Force
should leverage this
opportunity to develop
more efficient, resilient
support equipment that
enables agile mission
support through 2050.

Key to the success of any of these forward operating
ring plans are two of the lessons learned from SAC. First,
reliable communications are essential. Communication
between the Air Operations Center and forward units is
important, but the Air Force must also plan for reliable
means of communication between the forward ground
and air teams. If communications are lost, all players must
not only understand the commander’s intent, but they
must also have clear mission orders outlining priorities and
operating locations along with backup communication
plans. The second SAC lesson is that equipment and support
functions must be appropriate for mobile operations. This
may necessitate innovative Airmen to modify or acquire kits,
tools, or equipment depending on mission requirements.
The Air Force should leverage this opportunity to develop
more efficient, resilient support equipment that enables agile
mission support through 2050.
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ACE for the Iron Triad is a necessity for mission success
in a great power conflict. While the broad brush strokes
outlined above represent a basic, executable concept
of operations for the fleet, significant tactical level
development is necessary to make this a reality. The Air
Force must weigh the desired logistics and personnel
footprint against the level of operational risk acceptance
and how much on the ground presence is needed in
FOLs. This construct should drive innovative solutions
for training, contracting, and purchasing to ensure that
Airmen with the right skills have access to the right
equipment at the right time. To maximize Iron Triad ACE
operational capabilities, the Air Force may need to equip
new locations in both rear echelon and forward operating
locations as well as develop new agreements with host
governments to enable operations and support. In all of
this, planners should not forget the lessons learned from
SAC’s experiences with ACE and strategic air assets. Iron
Triad operators, maintainers, and enablers must also
inculcate concepts from the Air Force’s transition to ACE
operations:
1.

This construct should
drive innovative
solutions for training,
contracting, and
purchasing to ensure
that Airmen with the
right skills have access
to the right equipment
at the right time.

Bases are fighting positions, not sanctuaries.

2. Operational planners must plan like logisticians and
logistics planners must anticipate operations.
3. Prudent risk tolerance and management must
replace risk aversion.
4. The Air Force must better balance the need for
operational resilience in conflict versus demands for
budget-driven efficiency.6
Planning ACE for the Iron Triad balancing tactical
operational requirements with associated logistics
requirements in order to meet Combatant Command
strategic requirements will reap rewards in a great
power conflict. Rather than fly extremely limited sorties
or expose strategic assets to high levels of risk, the
enterprise can mitigate risk in order to fly sorties near
War Mobilization Plan requirements, thus meeting the
Combatant Commander’s intent.
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and willingness to review and edit early drafts of this article.
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The Criticality of
Communication in 2021
By: Lt Col Michael “Jon” Millard, 21R Force Development

Effective communication, and its close companion
knowledge-sharing, tend to be an untapped
resource across military organizations writ large.
Communications need to be engaging, thoughtprovoking, and eye-catching, with an ultimate
goal to shape perceptions and develop shared
understanding. Effective communication, with
targeted information sharing, can be the catalyst
to enhance the logistics officer corps and build
trust, collaboration, and cohesion within the ranks.

More than ever, with so many advancements
in technology and communication platforms,
we collectively need to tap into strategic
communications to create common understanding
across generations, devices, networks, and
channels. The 21X Force Development Team,
along with the Air Force Personnel Center
(AFPC) Assignment Teams, enter 2021 with a
centered emphasis on transparency and hypercommunication with the field. This urgency

Image Above: Senior Airman Sara Gutherie, 911th Aircraft Maintenance Squadron instruments and controls technician, adjusts her
headset to communicate with maintainers inside the C-17 Globemaster III during an inspection at the Pittsburgh International Airport Air
Reserve Station, Pa., Sept. 17, 2020. Maintenance Airmen communicate with each other through headsets while inspecting a variety of
aircraft functions. (U.S. Air Force photo by Joshua J. Seybert)
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to share, rather than suppress information, will build
upon the company culture and improve the individual
experience as part of the 21X family. Rollo May said
it best: “Communication leads to community, that is,
to understanding and mutual valuing.” We are a 21X
officer family, and we want our entire family postured
for successful career field mapping, development, and
progression. No secrets, no confusion, just prevalent
and clear information streamed across multiple venues
and platforms on a consistent and active basis. Framed
another way, through the lens of the 1971 cinematic classic,
Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory, the doors to the
chocolate factory are open, so come on in and check out
all of the sweet stuff inside.
The goal for 2021 and this deliberate approach to
communication is to cultivate mutual understanding,
which will drive interoperability, trust, and unity of effort
across the Logistics Enterprise officer corps. Do your part,
get plugged in, stay connected, and join the movement…
21A

• milSuite page: “21A Officer Assignments”

• Facebook page: “USAF Maintenance Officer Forum”
• Virtual offerings: #TWAS (That’s What AFPC Said!)
& CFM Fireside Chats
21M

• milSuite page

• Facebook page: “21M Munitions & Missile Mx Officers”

“

The goal for 2021
and this deliberate
approach to
communication is
to cultivate mutual
understanding,
which will drive
interoperability, trust,
and unity of effort
across the Logistics
Enterprise officer
corps.

• Virtual offerings: 21M Leadership Seminar & CFM Chat
21R

• MyPers page: “21R / LRO - Logistics Readiness Officer”
• Facebook page: “LRO”

• Virtual offerings: #TWAS (That’s What AFPC
Said!), #COTA (CFM on the Air!), and #HOLD
(Hooked on Logistics Development!)
• “LRO, the More You Know!” Weekly Public
Service Announcement (PSA)

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lt Col Millard works force
development for the 21R career
field. He can be reached at
michael.millard@us.af.mil.

• LRO Instagram (logisticsreadinessofficer)
21X

• MyVector messaging (update your profile e-mail address)

• Facebook page: “HAF A4L 21X Officer Force Development”
• Personalized AFPC or Force Development
Zoom sessions with your unit
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DOGTAG: Connecting
the Logistics Force

By: 1Lt Matthew Carpenter, Matthew Paulini,
Alex Andrekanic, 1Lt Justin Davis

MISSION: Realizing the full potential of Air
Force Logistics—one common operational
picture, universal mobile access to information
and systems —to drive a new era of readiness
and rapid global mobility.
VISION: To modernize how airmen share
information, execute collaborative logistics,
and inspire their wingmen to further
innovation.
SLOGAN: Connect the Logistics Force.

Image Above: Members of the 99th Logistics Readiness Squadron and the Royal Australian Air Force push a pallet of fire suppressant up
the ramp of an Australian C-17 Globemaster III, Jan. 16, 2020, at Nellis Air Force Base, Nev. U.S. and Australian airmen worked together to
loaded the aircraft with materials to aid in Australian wildfire relief. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Jeremy Wentworth)
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The old adage that
aerial porters risk
life and limb is one
they live by. The
Air Transportation
Enterprise literally
moves the world.

Human Sacrifice:

Built to Work, Destined to Break
“Port Dawgs get it done.” The old adage that aerial
porters risk life and limb is one they live by. The Air
Transportation Enterprise literally moves the world.
While the digital revolution has made the world a
smaller place, aerial porters still operate through
manual processes in an analog domain.
It’s in this domain that Lt Matt “Carp” Carpenter cut
his canines and spent 12 years learning as well as
teaching the logistics enterprise. Like the story of
many aerial porters to come before and after him,
he learned through blood, sweat, and tears how
to get it done. And, like too many other Airmen,
the rigours and demands of the flightline left him
beaten and broken.
In 1970, the Contemporary Historical Examination
of Current Operations (CHECO) Report, marked
the first known account that identified severe
challenges in equipment, facilities, and processes
that could have been overcome with ingenuity

and advancements in technology. Over four and
a half decades later, the Line Operations Safety
Audit (2017) focused on the threats and risks
that aerial ports passed to the aircraft, ultimately
putting the mission at risk of failure. Likewise, a U.S.
Department of Transportation Volpe Center study
in 2019 discovered that the Veteran’s Affairs office
pays out over 31 million dollars, annually, to retired
2T2 personnel for disability claims. Furthermore,
a United States Transportation Command
(USTRANSCOM) Port and Terminal Study adds to
the list of reports calling for the need to modernize
the processes, equipment, and facilities in order
to effectively and efficiently support warfighters
worldwide.
Luckily, in the last several years, logistics and air
transportation has been seeing significantly more
attention for innovations to “Accelerate Change”
through “Posture, Sense, and Respond” that
support Rapid Global Mobility, Logistics Under
Attack (LUA), and persistent logistics.
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Andrekanic; two computer scientists who were
newly transitioning to program managers. They
were looking for their next project in the closing
months of the program they inherited from their
retiring mentor.
“You guys have a minute to proof something?”

Dogs and Rats
Living Together:

“A Port Dawg walks into a research laboratory...”
Lt Carpenter decided to make a change after
those 12 years, enlisted as a Port Dawg. He landed
an acquisition position at Air Force Research
Laboratory Information Directorate in Rome, NY.
Seeing the research and development being
done at the laboratory, specifically the capabilities
wof the Android Team Awareness Kit, he began
brainstorming how to bring the advancements
of the lab to the Air Transportation career field
to finally innovate the oft-forgotten Logistics
community that he was still passionate about. Why
were the studies on the cusp of 2020 showing the
same problems and, worse yet, processes of the
1970s? It was time to give the dawgs a bone.
“Know who else loves tracking things? Logistics!”
Lt Carpenter began learning what TAK was capable
of and fleshing out a plan to bring its governmentowned, out-of-the-box capabilities to a community
striving for improvements. Leveraging the technical
expertise of other Airmen and scientists, the
blueprints for DOGTAG were being drawn up.
Showing off the potential of leveraging a proven
common operational picture tool, ATAK, to
representatives of the operational logistics
community and using feedback to scope planned
efforts, ideas were starting to take flesh but they
still needed refinement. Meanwhile, just across
the aisle, sat Mr. Matthew Paulini and Mr. Alex

What started as a quick favor for a newly arrived
lieutenant became three men excited, ambitious,
and hellbent on starting a movement. They took
everything that they knew from the lab, interactions
with mission partners, the latest trending
commercial technologies and began a master plan
for how to leverage the current art-of-the-possible
to bring the Air Transportation community to at
least the current decade. But were they covering
the totality of Aerial Port Operations?
Lt Davis, just down the aisle, was a prior logistician
too, with 12 years working POL and Professional
Military Education. His experience would
complement that of Lt Carpenter for providing a
more holistic view of needs and interplay of the
flightline as well as a penchant for user experience.
With a diversity in skills and experience, the team
was set.
“We have technology that can do that? Why aren’t
we doing that?”
Locked in a small window-less conference room
for five weeks, they fleshed out and refined the
initial Program Plan for DOGTAG. This three-year
effort would have 12 projects that brought process
digitization to mobile platform tools for Aerial
Port Operations. As a program at AFRL/RI, it was
nontraditional. It was heavily applied research
based on available technologies; it wasn’t serving
the needs of a specific MAJCOM; it wasn’t a
single tool or cohesive system. However, for all its
hurdles and critics, there was hope for success at
RI’s Investment Strategy. Hard work, a supportive
mentor (CMSgt Kevin Brown), a community
enthusiastic for innovation, and support from
representatives across AMC, ANG, and IMSC paid
off; DOGTAG was awarded funding. With the light
green, it was time to start moving full throttle.
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Mass Hysteria:

Digital Revolution, Logistics Innovation
What started as a disparate set of digital tools
to help Airmen do their job more efficient and
consistent grew into something greater. Dedicated
to Airmen feedback and agile micro-solutions,
DOGTAG started gathering attention and support
from Air Transportation’s total force, especially after
a well-received briefing to SAF/AQ at the 2019
AMC Technology Acquisition and Sustainment
Review. With more eyes watching, things needed
to go bigger, with narrower focus but as a
complete, cohesive system that would “Connect
the Logistics.”
The initial set of apps and sensors, shown above,
provide a tool that, in their own right, will help
Airmen become even more agile and efficient.
Yet, their potential is far greater. They provide a
means for real-time, unobtrusive data gathering.

More than just saving an Airman from a binder of
paper and handjamming data, it’s foundational to
automated data federation, interoperability, and
analytics. These provide the basis for a logistics
data-to-decisions pipeline that connect the
flightline to operations managers.
With data digitized, clean, and readily available,
intelligent decision-making through data analytics
and intuitive data visualizations can be achieved.
This is paramount to “Posture, Sense, and
Respond;” with a particular impact on Sense. These
will truly enable a system-wide Aerial Port of the
Future. A future that is agile to the demands on
logistics, both persistent and under attack. It’s a tall
order with much risk and significant changes to be
made to processes and policies of old but… “Port
Dawgs get it done.”

What started as a disparate set of digital tools to help
Airmen do their job more efficient and consistent grew
into something greater.
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What is the Team Awareness
Kit (TAK) ecosystem?
So what is the TAK ecosystem?
The TAK ecosystem (e.g. ATAK, WinTAK, WebTAK,
TAK Server) is an existing $80M+ governmentowned software platform providing situational
awareness, map-based solution for teaming and
enhanced collaboration via community designed /
inspired “plug-ins” (apps). The ecosystem is based
on a number of connection solutions, including
Wi-Fi, military radio networks, satellite, and
commercial LTE. Supporting a growing user base
of 350,000, TAK is a part of 12 programs of records
and has 10 years of validated, operational use,
including humanitarian aid and national security
events. TAK is 100% government owned software
with 110+ mission specific plugins (apps) that have
been developed for ATAK and can be leveraged
by the entire TAK community.

ABOUT THE DOGTAG TEAM
Portfolio Manager:
Matthew Paulini
matthew.paulini.1@us.af.mil
Portfolio Integration Lead:
1Lt Matt Carpenter
matthew.carpenter.5@us.af.mil
Technology Lead:
Alex Andrekanic
alex.andrekanic.1@us.af.mil
User Experience Lead:
1Lt Justin Davis
justin.davis.24@us.af.mil
Stay updated, connect, and provide
feedback to the DogTag team:
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PHOTO HIGHLIGHT

Airmen from the 31st and 731st Munition Squadrons compete in the Rapid Aircraft Generation and Employment weapons-loading
competition at Aviano Air Base, Italy, Jan. 7, 2020. Dressed as the legendary, Rosie the Riveter, the first all-female team, or “Bouncing
Bettys,” took first place in the RAGE event by demonstrating preparation and communication which are bedrocks for success in any
military conflict. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Ericka A. Woolever)
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Failure Is Not an Option: Changing
the Paradigm on Air Force Logistics
By: Lt Col Lucas Choate
Reprinted from The Mitchell Forum, No. 34 (September 2020).

Abstract: Air Force sustainment operations have
been successful in the past, but the current Air
Force logistics design is not ready to support a
multi-domain fight from a near-peer adversary. The
Air Force must adjust logistics training, planning
and policies to prepare for, and win, a fight in
today’s highly defended warfighting environment.
This problem set is not new or unfamiliar.
Deficiencies associated with Air Force logistics
are widely known and even identified across the

logistics community. That knowledge is a good
starting point for reform. However, the Air Force
currently lacks tangible solutions and the road map
to achieve them.
Logistics should not be a pick-up game during
conflict in contested environments. The paradigm
of logistics as a long build-up of robust facilities at
a time and place favorable to U.S. forces must shift
to one of lean, adaptable, and resilient sustainment
networks. Status quo and failure are not an option.

Image Above: Senior Airman Nelson Chias-Ramos prepares an F-15 Strike Eagle for a morning sortie at Nellis Air Force Base, Nev., while
performing final pre-flight checks and pulling final safety pins, June 2, 2017. (U.S. Air National Guard photo/ Master Sgt. John Hughel)
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Alexander the Great was known for saying, “My
logisticians are a humorous lot—they know if my
campaign fails, they are the first ones I will slay.”
He was able to defeat his enemies and expand his
kingdom due in part to the inclusion of logistics
in the strategic planning of all his operations.
Centuries ago, he demonstrated that effective
logistics planning and execution could be utilized
as a weapon.
The Air Force is America’s “halt force,” but without
fail-safe, comprehensive logistics, the halt force
may not get off the ground where and when
needed. The best-designed operational concepts
will fail if we don’t provide Airmen the resources
needed to win in a contested environment.
After days and months of conflict against highly
defended enemy forces, survivable logistics will
be the key enabler underpinning all U.S. military
power. The U.S. Air Force must treat logistics as an
essential foundation of its operations and strategy.
Surprisingly, there is no overarching definition of
Air Force logistics found in any of its publications,
only sub-disciplines. The core Air Force logistics
sub-disciplines are deployment and distribution,
supply, aircraft and vehicle maintenance,
contingency planning, and fuels. In the joint
community, logistics also includes operational
contract support (OCS), engineering, and joint
health services.
Air Force leaders must evolve beyond the Air
Force culture that treats logistics as “aircraft
parts,” fully recognize, and plan for what it takes
to support and sustain the force in its entirety.
The service must view logistics in the same way
as its joint and coalition partners, as not just
aircraft parts and base supply, but all classes of
supply. Leaders must view logistics as “Big L,” to
include anything and everything the force needs
to fight. This includes lodging, fuel, transportation,
ordinance, integrated base defense, and dispersal
plans among other necessities for mission success.
Civilian models, including just-in-time and ondemand logistics can inform new approaches as
supplementary or in place of traditional stockpiling
alone—concepts that emphasize getting the job
done and doing so as quickly as possible as part
of a culture of modern logistics mentality and the
mindset of “whatever it takes” that is needed in the
Air Force for the future.

In the civilian sector and in the comfort of
permissive operations, efficiency is paramount.
Profits and reducing overhead are essential
to surviving in corporate structures, just as is
maximizing the taxpayer’s dollars are in the
military for efficiency. Air Force planners aim to
maximize aircraft and shiploads for efficiency, but
in a contested multi-domain fight, effectiveness
will win. Special operations forces execute
effective operations but strive for efficiency where
possible. Too much centralization and efficiency
will prevent us from being effective in the next
fight. In his book, Team of Teams, General Stanley
McChrystal illustrated why and how his task force
had to evolve: “We built an ‘awesome machine’—
an efficient military assembly line—but it was too
slow, too static, and too specialized—too efficient.
It was incapable of swift, effective responses to
the unexpected.” 1 General McChrystal understood
that his task force faced a new threat unlike any our
Nation had encountered in history and that status
quo would not win the next war. “To win—we had to
change.” Air Force logistics must change as well to
win the next fight.

The U.S. Air Force must treat
logistics as an essential
foundation of its operations
and strategy.
Logistics is the foundation for operations,
but I have experienced first-hand the lack of
value placed on logistics by other career fields
throughout the military. We never know when the
next war or global crisis will devastate our way
of life, just like COVID abruptly swept across the
global landscape this year. Status quo could leave
our Air Force ill-prepared for a high-end fight.
In World War II, General Eisenhower applied
the lessons learned during the Mediterranean
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Mobility Exercise Tropic Tempest: Airmen assigned to the 15th Wing participate in exercise Tropic Tempest at Joint Base Pearl
Harbor-Hickam, Hawaii, Nov. 6, 2020. Tropic Tempest demonstrated the Airmen’s ability to sustain 15th Wing operations through the
COVID-19 pandemic. (U.S. Air Force photo by Tech. Sgt. Anthony Nelson Jr.)

campaign to the planning and execution of the
Normandy invasion. During Operation Torch, logistics
failed to keep pace with its operational forces, and, in
some cases, this caused operational pauses and limits
to combat. These failures could have been avoided—if
planned for and executed accordingly. Torch was the
turning point to prioritize sustainment and the inclusion
of services and supply personnel in the initial assault for
future operations.2
General Eisenhower understood that adaptable,
scalable logistics played a pivotal role in the success
of air and ground forces: “You will not find it difficult
to prove that battles, campaigns, and even wars have
been won or lost primarily because of logistics.”3 This is
the same logistics outlook and culture needed today.
The 24th Secretary of the Air Force, Dr. Heather Wilson
described the “Air Force we Need” to fight and win
future wars, but she also noted, “Failing at logistics
can bring down the mighty; logistics and maintenance
win wars.”4 Just as Alexander and General Eisenhower
understood its importance, so must logistics be
a forethought of today’s senior leaders and drive
operations.

In the last century of
warfighting, Air Force
logistics in permissive
environments were
relatively predictable,
reliable, and uncontested—
an underappreciated and
unglamorous strength.
That will not be the case
in highly contested
environments.
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In the last century of warfighting,
Air Force logistics in permissive
environments were relatively
predictable, reliable, and uncontested—
an underappreciated and unglamorous
strength. That will not be the case in
highly contested environments.
The Air Force is accustomed
to operating in predominantly
uncontested linear fights overseas
using established, city-like bases with
robust supply chains, scheduled resupply flights, reoccurring force-flow
conferences, and what amounts to a
breezy logistics “normalcy.” This is the
basis for the current Air Force logistics
model. The status quo has a certain
momentum to it, and it is easy to fall
back on what we know. U.S. geopolitical posture has not changed much
for the last century, and the military’s
strategic planning and logistics models
have also remained relatively stagnant
for the past 20 years. Current Air Force
logistics operations are designed to
prepare for and defeat non-nuclear

middleweights, not near-peer
adversaries. The Air Force has become
reliant, and perhaps comfortable, with
the logistics system required to fight
ISIL and Al-Qaeda, not Russia or China.
The paradigm for 21st century
warfighting must adapt, just as General
Eisenhower adapted during the Second
World War. The Department of Defense
should assume that the homeland
will no longer be a sanctuary, nor
will cyberspace or global positioning
technologies be able to provide realtime visibility of the entire battlespace.
The National Defense Strategy is clear
in that if we do not change the way we
operate—including logistics—the United
States as a global military power may
become irrelevant in the 21st century.5
This is the new threat faced as a military
and a nation. Yet, the Air Force as an
institution is not moving at the speed of
relevancy to adapt its logistics models
to be able to execute operations in a
realistic worst-case scenario.

Operation Rapid Forge—Estonia: U.S. Air Force Special Tactics Operators and logistics readiness Airmen fuel an F-35A Lightening
II at a forward arming and refueling point mission with USAFE aircraft during Operation Rapid Forge at Ämari Air Base, Estonia,
July 25, 2019. Special Tactics is a U.S. Special Operation Command’s tactical air and ground integration force, and the Air Force’s
special operations ground force, leading Global Access, Precision Strike, Personnel Recovery and Battlefield Surgery operations on
the battlefield. The Air ForceÕs newest operational 5th -generation fighter, the F-35A Lightening II, provides unmatched lethality,
survivability and adaptability to the warfighter. Operation Rapid Forge involves NATO territories in order to enhance readiness and
improve interoperability between U.S. allies and partners in Europe. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Rose Gudex)
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It is an entirely feasible scenario that the Air
Force may face a fight with little warning where
it must establish a bare base in proximity to a
peer adversary’s forces. These units must bring
enough supplies to sustain their own force, defend
the base from enemy attacks, receive follow-on
forces, establish command and control, and then
fight the base in a contested environment while
taking losses, cut off from higher headquarters.
More importantly, they must maintain a resilient
sustainment network with the agility to move to a
new location when necessary.

The Air Force as
an institution is
not moving at the
speed of relevancy
to adapt its logistics
models to be able to
execute operations
in a realistic worstcase scenario.
This is the future fight the Air Force must prepare
for. Expeditionary wing commanders will rely on
logisticians to ensure each wing is lean and agile
with the ability to move, but the current design is
not prepared for this new way of fighting. During
a deployment supporting special operations
aircraft missions, I experienced first-hand that
our logistics model was not adaptable to combat
operations. It took Air Force Special Operations
Command (AFSOC) nearly 23 months to establish
an accounting code for two sites without a
traditional Air Force logistics warehouse. That
is, it took two years to establish a steady supply
chain while combat operations were ongoing.

These locations were not dirt landing strips in the
middle of nowhere. They were established military
bases with regular in/outbound flights, and they
were considered “enduring” by the combatant
commander.
To expand further, AFSOC aircraft forward deploy
to locations in support of broader U.S. Special
Operations Command (SOCOM) missions. The
Air Force provides the parts and supply for the
aircraft. Problems arise today because many of
the SOCOM missions rely on airfields without
established Air Force logistics warehouses.
Logisticians cannot currently ship parts directly
to these forward airfields because the Air Force
supply system is not designed to do so. In order for
the Air Force to ship directly to a base, the location
must have a stock record account number (SRAN)
identifier assigned to it, which operates much like
a zip code. Instead, the Air Force ships parts to the
nearest logistics squadron with a SRAN, where the
shipment terminates and often sits idle until further
coordination takes place to the “last tactical mile.”
Established practice views this as efficient, but it is
not effective for combat. AFSOC will continue to
go where the fight is, whether an Air Force wing or
logistics warehouse is there or not; and Air Force
logistics networks must adapt to the future threat.
In another example I experienced as squadron
commander for a Logistics unit, I was tasked by
my higher headquarters command to finalize the
logistics plans for an operational plan in a specific
area of responsibility (AOR). I was provided the
same assumptions the military currently uses in
a counter-violent extremist (C-VEO) conflict, and
the entire plan was dependent upon the ability to
establish logistics supply chains in a permissive
environment. Yet the scenario was for a high-end
fight. Additionally, there was no mention of how
Air Force or joint units were going to collaborate
with Homeland Security and apply integrated
base defense to industry partners in the United
States, who ultimately enable the sustainment
process today. The Air Force should not expect
the homeland to be a sanctuary in all domains.
Although industry security is not the Air Force’s
mission, it will affect Air Force sustainment, given
how many parts are sole-sourced.
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Our nation cannot afford to wait until the high-end
fight drives the Air Force to adjust its supply and
sustainment methods or governing instructions.
Anything other than action toward preparation
could lead to effectively restricting the Air Force’s
operations in an area, if not preclude them
entirely. Global disasters from the past decade
serve as a harsh reminder how ignoring longstanding problems in supply chains force nations
and companies into the hard reality of fixing their
problems after disaster strikes and can, in some
cases, come too late. The COVID-19 pandemic

exposed that many supply chains are not resilient
and that the same lessons from previous disasters
had to be learned again.6 Service leaders and
logisticians must apply not only the best practices
of logistics in military operations but also those of
the commercial sector while there is still a luxury of
a permissive environment.
During joint assignments and deployments, I saw
differences worth noting between Army and Air
Force Logistics. More than the “what” the Air Force
supplied its forces was the method of sustainment
during operations—especially in combat. The

Moving Cargo: Airmen assigned to the 332nd Expeditionary Logistics Readiness Squadron unload pallets of cargo Feb. 6, 2020, at an
undisclosed location in Southwest Asia. The air transportation specialists unloaded more than 40 pallets and transported them to the
receiving yard. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Master Sgt. Ralph Branson)
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biggest difference is the Army must sustain
their force on the move. When their operators
design a scheme of maneuver, it is imperative to
understand where the brigade support area (BSA)
must be established and when to move it based on
the pace of operations. In simple terms, the BSA
provides all forms of support for maneuver forces
(e.g., food, ammunition, vehicles). Their operations
are developed at the beginning of the planning
process and rehearsed to ensure operational
success. The Army plans and rehearses their
logistics scheme of maneuver and concept of
support for the BSA to underpin successful
operations. The Air Force could adopt this practice
immediately. It represents the way the Air Force
must fight—agile and adaptive. The Air Force can
utilize the BSA example as a starting point, but
then refine the concept to adapt from a linear
advancing ground force to that of an asymmetric
mobile land-based aerial force in a contested
environment.

Our nation cannot
afford to wait until the
high-end fight drives
the Air Force to
adjust its supply and
sustainment methods
or governing
instructions.
In a near-peer fight, the joint force may not have
the assurance of a 4–6-month buildup to stage
resources and move forces into the area of
responsibility. Again, think and plan for the worst-

case scenario. Every logistics readiness squadron
at every base must have a “Ready today, Fight
tonight” mentality—not just Kunsan Air Base in
South Korea.
Planners must also anticipate that there will not
be the same historical levels of base support in
the new way of fighting, especially in proximity to
the most contested environments. In one likely
scenario, the Air Force could be the first force
in theater and act as lead for a joint task force
required to support other U.S. and coalition forces.
First, there should be no expectation for vendors
to establish contracts up-front during a live
conflict. Vendors’ businesses could be destroyed
or otherwise driven from the area of operation
entirely. Worse yet, they could unwittingly support
the adversary or be vulnerable to information
attacks and manipulation or coercion. The Air
Force must posture to self-sustain its forces and
partners and cannot solely rely on unlimited Air
Force aircraft to do so. In any wartime scenario,
mobility assets will be in the highest demands.
An encouraging, and hopeful, exercise took place
in 2019 in Europe: Operation Rapid Forge.7 It was
a U.S. Air Force-led exercise meant to test the
service’s ability to rapidly deploy to partner nation
bases. At its core, it forced the service to get back
to its expeditionary roots and learn how to be
agile and adaptive and serves as a positive step in
the right direction to prepare for the future fight.
More importantly, Col Donn Yates, the commander
of the 4th Fighter Wing, which led and organized
Operation Rapid Forge, said the exercise was more
important in terms of stressing the Air Force’s
logistics enterprise: “The key to all operations is
logistics.”8
Currently, the Air Force employs “static logistics.”
Its forces remain in-place while its weapons
systems take off from and land at the same
location after conducting operations. Historically,
the Air Force is a land-based force operating
from well-protected sanctuaries designed to
provide airpower to the joint fight. Light, lean,
and mobile/adaptive basing is not the Air Force
construct. However, “static logistics” will not win in
a conflict with great power competition. Wartime
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commanders cannot rely on large and wellestablished operating locations, such as Al Udeid
or Bagram, to sustain forces for a high-end fight in
another AOR.
This is not to suggest that the Air Force should
completely eliminate every centralized, robust
logistics facility, but senior leaders must be
willing to acclimate the entire logistics network
to support operations for the high-end fight in
austere, remote, and contested locations. The Air
Force must transition from solely relying on those
large, centralized, hardened logistics facilities and
incorporate smaller, dispersed, agile, and resilient
logistics chains able to adapt to sustaining forces
on the move in an expeditionary manner. An
example appropriate for this requirement comes
from a SOCOM capability that has been executing
this concept for decades. Born out of the ashes
from the failed mission of the Iranian hostage
rescue in 1980, Operation Eagle Claw, SOCOM
identified the requirement to refuel aircraft in

austere locations for secret operations where no
established bases with fuel or aerial refueling
capability was available.9 This capability formalized
in AFSOC as Forward Area Refueling Point (FARP)
Capability. FARP allows units to land in austere and
remote sites in order to refuel and re-arm fixed
and rotary wing aircraft to execute highly sensitive
missions. Implementing FARP operations enables
lean and agile operations to move equipment and
troops, or in recent cases, refuel 5th generation
fighter aircraft. FARP is an example how the rest
of the Air Force must think outside-the-box and
adapt to be lean and agile, let alone incorporate
this capability into all Air Force logistics units, not
just AFSOC.
Air Force logistics planners should also explore
dispersal operations, to include more sites with
smaller footprints closer to the edge of the
battlefield. Lawmakers have recently recognized
the same concept for our military writ large. Rep.
Mike Gallagher, a retired Marine Corps captain

Operation Rapid Forge Continues at Spangdahlem: U.S. Air Force F-15E Strike Eagle pilots and weapons system officers, assigned
to the 4th Fighter Wing, Seymour Johnson Air Force Base, North Carolina, perform pre-flight operations at Spangdahlem Air Base,
Germany, July 18, 2019, during Operation Rapid Forge. Rapid Forge aircraft are forward deploying to bases in the territory of NATO
allies in order to enhance readiness and improve interoperability. The goal of the operation is to enhance readiness in coordination
with U.S. allies and partners in Europe. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Preston Cherry)
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who served in the Middle East, understands this concept:
“Fixed U.S. bases are vulnerable—sitting ducks prime for
attack.”10 He further elaborated how to dissuade the enemy
faster in, for example, a China scenario, explaining: “We
can accomplish this with small teams forward deployed,
dispersed, and constantly moving throughout the island
chain.”11
Fortunately, similar to the Rapid Forge exercise, Pacific Air
Command has been testing and exercising this very complex
problem through agile combat employment, which might
well be the future of Air Force expeditionary warfare. The
recent commander and now 22d Chief of Staff of the Air
Force, General CQ Brown Jr., recognizes this new vision and
is leading the change: “We have to be able to disperse. We
can’t all be sitting on big bases and being big targets. The
ability to move around—and have the flexibility to pick up and
move fairly quickly—I think is important.”12
A key component to agile combat employment is leveraging
pre-positioned stocks, which are likely in desperate need
of a refresh in many forward operating areas, to include
what they contain, the process of drawing from them, and
then replenishing them at a steady rate. This also includes
ships afloat. By leveraging pre-positioned stocks spread
throughout a theater during a campaign, it would provide
the commander the flexibility to draw from multiple resupply
sources, making it difficult for the enemy to disrupt the
logistics chain with no single point of failure.
The Air Force does not emphasize or incorporate prepositioned stocks into current exercises, unlike the Army
who held an exercise specifically to focus on pre-positioned
stock operations. DEFENDER-Europe 2020 focused on “the
issue, use, and turn-in of Army prepositioned stock (APS)
equipment as part of exercising dynamic force employment
of a combat-credible force.”13 The Air Force needs to adapt
similar concepts of exercises like the Army’s innovative
practices. To remain agile and adaptable, the Air Force
should exercise operations to draw and distribute supplies
from pre-positioned stocks with a goal of meeting hours
or days from request to fulfillment. The next step is to
incorporate these operations into multi-lateral exercises to
practice with allies and partners—which would afford the
ultimate advantage in future wars. There are also creative
solutions that have come out in simulations, war games, and
tabletop exercises the Air Force can explore.
To succeed in future conflict, there must first be a shift in
mindset at all levels to make logistics more operationally

Doctrine is the
foundation to provide
a frame of reference
for operations and
campaigns, yet the
Air Force is missing
a critical piece and
should update existing
logistics doctrine for
future conflict.

Senior leaders must
continue to embrace
the future of Air Force
logistics: logistics
that must be flexible,
adaptable, and resultsoriented. Outsidethe-box thinking
to deliver supplies
and equipment in a
contested environment
will be paramount.
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focused, but then logisticians must also be trained for
multi-domain operations under attack. The Air Force
doesn’t have this capability or expertise at all levels of the
logistics community today, and it cannot be done overnight
or even in days or months. Senior leaders must commit to
developing logisticians for future warfare. A first step would
be to have the Air Force define logistics, similar to other joint
publications. Doctrine is the foundation to provide a frame of
reference for operations and campaigns, yet the Air Force is
missing a critical piece and should update existing logistics
doctrine for future conflict. Then, it should arrive at a firm
understanding of and define what the Air Force requires in
logisticians for future warfare. Air Force leadership needs
move with a purpose to begin developing what the Air Force
needs in logisticians from the tactical to the strategic level.
The joint chiefs recognized the importance of developing
joint officers for tomorrow’s ways of war. Specifically, they
“require leaders at all levels who can achieve intellectual
overmatch against adversaries.”14 The Chairman and all the
joint chiefs realized the importance of developing strategic
leaders educated, trained, and ready for future conflict
against peer adversaries. The Air Force must take this same
approach with developing logisticians in the same manner.

Supplying and
sustaining multi-domain
operations in contested
environments, because
it will likely make
the difference in the
success or failure of
future operations, and
our nation can’t afford
to get it wrong.

To ensure future success in a contested campaign, logistics
can no longer be executed in silos. Logistics must be a
consolidated team effort from logisticians, operators,
engineers, and aircraft maintenance officers, among
others. In order to do this effectively, all logisticians must
think jointly and operationally. Logistics is instrumental in
providing the operational commander the mission flexibility
needed to achieve operational and campaign goals.
Therefore, logistics and operations should be developed
concurrently within strategy and within operational mission
planning.
Senior leaders must continue to embrace the future of Air
Force logistics: logistics that must be flexible, adaptable,
and results-oriented. Outside-the-box thinking to deliver
supplies and equipment in a contested environment will be
paramount. At all levels, a bureaucratic mindset should be
discouraged; identifying the 15 ways to say no, referencing
doctrine or governing regulations, or shirking responsibilities
because they are not strictly defined only contribute to the
problem. The Air Force needs planners, operators, and
leaders who are dedicated to finding the solutions. Rather
than put constraints on the innovative ideas that will evolve
the network, the force should welcome and harness them.
Leaders need to not be afraid to fail, and moreover, need to
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be eager to “fail forward.” As Gen Goldfein (Ret.)
has said, “Being bold and challenging the status
quo is in our blood as Airmen.”
None of the ideas and concepts raised here are
new. In fact, many have been discussed and
debated. Now is the time to transition from a
“depot” mentality to a “warfighter” mentality,
from bureaucracy to effects. Now is the time to
focus on how the service must adapt logistics to
support the next fight. Pacific Air Command and
European Command are embracing this mentality
with AFSOC. They are testing new ways to be lean
and adaptive through agile combat employment,
but the Air Force must have the ability to employ
this new way of warfare in every region in the
world, not just the Pacific or Europe.
There are five “SOF truths” that SOCOM
established to provide guidelines for all members
in special operations to follow. Most applicable to
this discussion is the guidance that “SOF forces
cannot be created after an emergency.” In the
same way, adaptable logistics systems cannot be
created after the onset of conflict in contested
environments. It’s time to appreciate what the 21st
century high-end fight looks like when it comes to
supplying and sustaining multi-domain operations
in contested environments, because it will likely
make the difference in the success or failure of

future operations, and our nation can’t afford to
get it wrong.
In a recent strategic approach released by
General Brown, he explained:
Our Air Force must accelerate change to control
and exploit the air domain to the standard the
nation expects and requires from us. If we don’t
change—if we fail to adapt—we risk losing the
certainty with which we have defended our
national interests for decades. We risk losing the
high-end fight. We must move with a purpose—
we must accelerate change or lose.15
Our previous Chief Gen Goldfein also stated
in many of his speeches, “We have from now
until the fight starts to get ready. And we must
treat every day of peace as a blessing.”16 We
must absorb the lessons of Alexander, General
Eisenhower, and COVID because the Air Force
cannot afford another Operation Torch against a
peer competitor. The results would be devastating
to our nation and way of life. If not now, when? If
not you, who? Now is the opportunity to commit
and invest for tomorrow’s fight. It is time to drive
the change and the Air Force must refuse to
accept failure and status quo.
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A Peak Behind the Pegasus
By: Capt Carissa Dobbins

During my time in the Air Force as a logistics
leader, I have been asked to do more with less.
As a logistics community we face challenges
with aging fleets, manpower deficiencies, parts
availability, and now a global pandemic. The teams
that I have been a part of have had to come up
with creative solutions to manage our aircraft,
people, and equipment and not let the mission
fail. During the past year and a half, McConnell Air
Force Base—and more specifically, the 22d Aircraft
Maintenance Squadron—met challenges far greater
than imagined with the Air Force’s newest weapon
system and tanker, the KC-46A Pegasus.

daily struggle for our team. This is the story about
how our logistics leaders identified and resolved
a difficult problem by creating solutions that
balanced mission and people.

We were not naive to the fact that a new weapons
system comes with unknown challenges; however,
competing priorities with the KC-135, and thus dual
maintenance operations and shared resources
(ramp space, hangars, and Airmen), became a

In preparation for the KC-46 and as Main
Operating Base #1 (MOB1), the 22 AMXS selected
46 maintainers from the KC-135 AMUs to be a
part of the Technical Order Certification and
Verification (TOCV) Initial Cadre. For three years

Pre KC-46 Arrival at MAFB
Before the KC-46, the 22d Maintenance Group
at McConnell Air Force Base was split into a
traditional Aircraft Maintenance Squadron (AMXS)
and a Maintenance Squadron (MXS). Within the
AMXS, there were two KC-135 Aircraft Maintenance
Units (AMUs) with a total aircraft inventory (TAI) of
28.

Image Above: KC-46 Large Formation Taxi
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leading up to aircraft arrival, the team spent their time
certifying and verifying over 17,000 maintenance tasks
for the KC-46. It was a huge win for our maintainers
being able to have exposure and experience on the
IETMs (Interactive Electronic Technical Manuals) which
made things easier once the aircraft arrived.
The Air Force’s first two KC-46 aircraft were delivered to
McConnell Air Force Base on January 25 2019. The KC46A is an aerial refueling and strategic transport aircraft
that is a derivative 767 jet airliner developed by Boeing.
The aircraft has multi-role capability providing aerial
refueling, advanced command and control capabilities,
as well as cargo and passenger/patient transport
(Aeromedical Evacuation). The arrival ceremony was
an incredible day with seeing the aircraft finally on the
ramp. After years of preparation, McConnell could
finally start executing as MOB1.
KC-46s would begin to arrive at McConnell every
month at a steady rate until we reached 24 TAI. The
structure of the organization was now 2 KC-135 AMUs
and a KC-46 AMU with roughly 50 maintainers. To be
properly manned for 12 primary aircraft assigned (PAA),
the Green AMU (KC-46) needed to grow in size. With
the original KC-135 divestment plan delayed, the 22
AMXS was pulling maintainers from the 2 KC-135 AMUs
to the KC-46 AMU while trying to maintain both mission
sets. The KC-135 was still heavily tasked by Tanker Airlift
Control Center, and the KC-46 was starting the Initial
Operational Test & Evaluation (IOT&E) phase. The unit
began to see and witness early on all of the different
manpower pulls from the 22 AMXS, and with each KC46 that arrived at McConnell it meant more and more
maintenance requirements and a growing operational
appetite.

“

The unit began to
see and witness early
on all of the different
manpower pulls from
the 22 AMXS, and
with each KC-46 that
arrived at McConnell
it meant more and
more maintenance
requirements and a
growing operational
appetite.

The Delta
There are several challenges with the new KC-46, but
the constraint we acknowledged early on was the
lack of a traditional aircraft transition. This meant our
organization would not go through the normal 18 month
transition to a new platform, but conversely, continue to
maintain and operate the KC-135 while simultaneously
bringing on the KC-46. This increase to requirements
did not match our organizational construct and did not
provide the flexibility of a standard transition whereby
one capability is growing while the other is diminishing.
This meant our maintainers became even more critical

First Cargo Exercise
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as we were tasked to maintain 22 KC-46 TAI and 28
KC-135 TAI. With KC-135 readiness requirements
still in effect, we were limited on the amount
of maintainers we could move to the KC-46.
Additionally, after maintaining the KC-46 for the
first two months, we realized that the scheduled
maintenance requirements for the KC-46
exceeded the original programming and planning
assumptions. The KC-46 came with its own set of
unique scheduled maintenance requirements such
as the FAA requirements, Certified Maintenance
Requirements (CMRs), Airworthiness Limitations
(AWLs), and were not contingent on utilization but
were calendar based.
All that was going through my head was…
Alright we have roughly 50 maintainers who
are… kind of… qualified but in no way proficient
on this aircraft… and soon will have 24 KC-46
aircraft on our ramp… with double the scheduled
maintenance requirements of a KC-135…. We
need to keep them fully mission capable… and
ops wants to start flying sorties ASAP because we
need trained KC-46 pilots…. Also throw in IOT&E
requirements for demos and task verification…
along with DV tours and more aircraft arrival
ceremonies… all on the backs of the Green AMU….
No pressure…. We got this….

“

The notional flow of aircraft
included a 60 day fly window,
followed by a deferred
maintenance window for
60 days, and then a 7 day
reconstitution window.

The Silent Napkin Drive
It was one of those days where on the drive home
from work you forget to even put on the radio and
drive home in complete silence. I was completely
consumed into by my thoughts. I knew our very
small AMU had a very big challenge in front of us.
I couldn’t wrap my mind around all the things we
needed to do. My first priority was to train the Air
Force’s brand new KC-46 maintainers, but there
was also a priority to get aircrews trained, get
sorties off the ground within a month of aircraft
arrival, maintain aircraft availability, and perform
IOT&E demos. While waiting at a stoplight on the
silent way home, I found a napkin in my center
console and pulled the pen out of my blouse and
drew 3 boxes…: A, B, and C (or later on known
as fly, defer, reconstitute). I gave each box a
hypothetical time frame: fly for 60 days, ground for
60 days, and then a 7 day reconstitution to get the
aircraft back into the fly box.

KC-135 and KC-46
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First KC-46 Tow at MAFB

I know what you’re probably
thinking. Ground an aircraft for
60 days? You have lost your mind!
Intentionally grounding an aircraft
for 60 days? That will drive hangar
queen requirements and so many
unknowns with keeping an aircraft
(especially a brand new MDS)
down that long, and what about
weather evacuations? Well… I was
thinking all of the same things, so
I needed someone to bring me
back to earth.
The next day I slid the napkin to
my Chief and said, “What do you
think?” He studied the napkin for
a second, looked back up at me
and said, “I am not sure we will get
anyone in leadership to buy off on
this, but… I think it could work.”

That was all I needed to hear. After
a few weeks of brainstorming,
development, and creating a
concept to show our Group
Commander, we had constructed
the KC-46 Deferred Maintenance
Plan.
The KC-46 Deferred
Maintenance Plan
In order to manage the fleet,
we would defer scheduled
maintenance for 60 days. The
notional flow of aircraft included
a 60 day fly window, followed
by a deferred maintenance
window for 60 days, and then a 7
day reconstitution window. The
process would repeat until the
C-Check (or depot) input. Whether
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...you have to
come to the table
with the data.

the fleet was deliberately managed like this or not,
the overdue scheduled maintenance requirements
would drive increases in our non-mission capable
aircraft. The plan forward allowed our unit
to ensure effective use of resources and risk
mitigation in order to meet all of the operational
requirements.
With my AMU Chief and Lead Production
Superintendent, we reviewed the plan from several
different angles and played devil’s advocate to test
our own plan. We looked at different variations of
how to tackle this challenge before briefing our
Group Commander. One critical step was ensuring
we analyzed the different terms, definitions,
and requirements when grounding this aircraft
due to the FAA rule sets. Our main goal was to
provide a deliberate plan to offset the scheduled
maintenance requirements (which are twice the
amount of scheduled maintenance on the KC-135)
without overworking our maintainers who were still
trying to learn the aircraft.
Finally it was set, and we briefed the plan to our
Group Commander. After the brief was finished,
there were a lot of questions. But at the end, we
received a thumbs up to move forward. The beauty
of the plan was that it was easily tailorable and we
could reverse it if we did find any negative impacts
to the aircraft. Our plan also included a feedback
loop so that we could analyze the effectiveness
and discuss any impacts along the way.
We implemented the plan in January 2020. Initially,
we started deferring aircraft slowly with only 2-3 at
a time. By March, we had 6-7 deferred at any given
point. There were a lot of benefits we started to
see. From a numbers perspective, when you took
out the deferred aircraft NMC time, our metrics
across the board were getting healthier. We had
time to troubleshoot, bring down our repeat/recur
rate, increase our mission capable rate, and focus
on our Maintenance Scheduling Effectiveness rate
now that we had decreased the amount scheduled
maintenance for the amount of maintainers we
had. From a human factors perspective, morale
had increased from the flight line maintainers, to
the production staff, to even the AMU leadership.
We were able to focus on the aircraft we were
manned to and execute a solid flying schedule.

We implemented the plan from January to August
2020. Over that time period we grew Green AMU
by 50 maintainers. Once other MOBs received
aircraft, such as Seymour Johnson AFB and Joint
Base McGuire-Dix-Lakehurst, McConnell was
able to loan aircraft to them which alleviated even
more of the scheduled maintenance burden. We
increased our sortie production by 36% and were
able to support the training of 63 KC-46 aircrews
across four different MAJCOMs. The Deferred
Maintenance Plan proved to be successful and
provided relief to our maintainers, saving over
15,000 man hours in scheduled maintenance
requirements.
Final Thoughts
One of the most valuable things I learned
throughout this process was that you have to come
to the table with the data. It would have been
easy to get emotional and throw our hands in the
air at the predicament we were in. Our challenge
brought out a lot of closed-door emotions, but
when we left the office, our team knew data
was the factor that would sell our proposal. It
was ultimately the numbers that highlighted our
challenges and, in turn, positively impacted the
human factors as well. While what we’re doing at
McConnell AFB may not be standard, we continue
to look for creative ways to meander our longterm transition from the KC-135 to the KC-46. We’re
moving our force forward, learning more about the
aircraft every day, and learning where we can take
risk.
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Logistics Is a Shaping Factor
By: Capt Alexander Irion, Major Elle Ekman,
and Capt Mitchell Ryan, U.S. Marine Corps
Reprinted from PROCEEDINGS with permission; Copyright © 2020 U.S. Naval War Institute / www.usni.org

Supply and logistical operations have a significant impact on the naval force’s ability to
compete, but the current system is not resilient enough to meet future demands.
The ability to sustain lighter, faster, and more
distributed operations is critical to maintaining
the U.S. naval force’s competitive advantage. To
support the Marine Corps’ Force Design 2030 and
ensure logistics concepts in Sustaining the Force
in the 21st Century are effective, decision-makers
must have visibility of the naval supply chain and
integrate resources with their counterparts to
create redundancy and flexibility.

Throughout history, logistical lines of
communication have been exploited to achieve a
competitive advantage. Civil War–era logisticians
positioned forward Union depots adjacent to
rail stations, which allowed the Union to replace
supplies and soldiers at a rate the Confederacy
could not match.1 During World War II, strategists
suggested advanced naval bases would be
needed to address the growing distances between

Image Above: An MH-60s Sea Hawk helicopter assigned to the Island Knights of Helicopter Sea Combat Squadron 25 lowers cargo to the flight
deck of the forward-deployed amphibious assault ship USS Bonhomme Richard (LHD 6) during an underway replenishment with the Military
Sealift Command fleet replenishment oiler USNS Rappahannock (T-AO 204). The Bonhomme Richard Amphibious Ready Group, currently on
deployment in the U.S. 7th Fleet area of responsibility, is taking part in Cobra Gold 2013, a Thailand-United States cosponsored multinational
exercise designed to advance regional security by exercising a robust multinational force from nations sharing common goals and security
commitments in the Asia-Pacific region. (U.S. Navy photo by Mass Communication Specialist 3rd Class Amanda S. Kitchner/Released)
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logistics agencies and naval forces engaged in
campaigns.2 More recently, the concept of naval
logistics integration (NLI) emphasizes the sourcing,
distribution, and management of the supply chain
as a key component in maintaining competitive
advantage.

“

While the Navy and
Marine Corps supply
chain is still functioning,
cracks are beginning to
appear in a system that
is not resilient enough to
meet current demands,
much less future ones.

NLI, currently in its third five-year strategic
plan, acknowledges that “interdependency in
both naval and joint warfighting environments
and the continued need to transform naval
logistics requires integrated logistics processes
to obtain greater efficiency and effectiveness
in supporting the warfighter.”3 Its concepts are
mirrored in Sustaining the Force, which posits
that because logistics will be the pacing function
in the future operating environment, the naval
logistics enterprise has an increased responsibility
to innovate and adapt standard methods of
sustainment to meet future challenges.
Those “future” challenges are already here. The
militarization of new domains has brought new
threats, such as cyber attacks and disruptions by
foreign powers. Internal issues related to visibility,
redundancy, and centralization of resources and
lines of communication add to the concerns. This

creates risk in three areas of the naval force’s
supply chain: (1) procurement and sourcing of
goods, (2) distribution of goods from origin to
location of need, and (3) management of goods
to meet military requirements. While the Navy
and Marine Corps supply chain is still functioning,
cracks are beginning to appear in a system that
is not resilient enough to meet current demands,
much less future ones.
Procurement/Sourcing
Because the naval force cannot distribute what it
does not have or does not know it has, resilient
procurement options and total asset visibility are
critical to ensuring consistent logistics and supply
support to the force.
During the first months of World War II, President
Franklin D. Roosevelt encouraged Americans to
“out-produce [the enemy] overwhelmingly, so that
there can be no question of our ability to provide a
crushing superiority of equipment in any theatre of
the world war.”4 U.S. industries enabled the Allied
war effort and were key to winning the war. But
in the 1940s, production and supply chains were
largely domestic and therefore controllable. The
supply chains of today have been transformed by
consolidation, offshoring, and foreign investment,
affecting many commercial industries that also
have military uses, such as telecommunications,
circuit boards, and batteries.5
Often, naval forces cannot reliably source
high-priority material or services because the
Department of Defense (DoD) draws from
many of the same procurement sources as the
commercial sector. Centralization within and
competition for this supply chain can cause
shortages and increased prices.6 This is perhaps
best demonstrated by the difficulty—both within
and outside DoD—in obtaining medical equipment
during the COVID-19 outbreak. Combined with the
fact that U.S. industries moved more than 40,000
manufacturing facilities overseas in the past 25
years, this has created fragility and vulnerabilities
that cannot be quickly mitigated in a crisis.7
The risks posed by disruptions in this fragile
system are well-known. Commercial supply chains
are an effective means of delivering material
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at lower operating cost, but they often lack
the resiliency to withstand disruptions, such as
unforeseen route closures or natural disasters. In
December 2004, for example, a damaged Russian
tanker created a blockage in the Suez Canal,
halting pre-Christmas deliveries of PlayStation
2 consoles en route from China to the UK. Sales
dropped from 70,000 per week to 6,000.8
DoD’s reliance on these commercial networks
exposes the military to the same risks, which
are exacerbated by single-sourcing strategies
and reliance on standardized and inflexible
procurement methods.
To optimize sourcing in support of global
logistics, the naval force must be able to analyze
and allocate available resources and integrate
platforms for total asset visibility. Assets must be

visible to tactical-level logisticians, who can then
source material based on their physical locations
and use local DoD stocks to satisfy demand.
Consolidating data from existing tools—such as
the Transportation Command’s Integrated Data
Environment & Global Transportation Network
Convergence (IGC) database, Naval Supply
Systems Command’s One Touch Support, and
the Defense Automated Addressing System—
in an integrated procurement platform could
support future transregionally aligned logistics
operating networks.9 Accurate total asset visibility
on a reliable network would reduce customer
wait times, minimize customs issues, and reduce
second destination transportation charges—as
well as enable nontraditional sourcing methods
that could counter adversary attempts to disrupt
standard naval procurement methods.

Assets must be visible to tactical-level logisticians, who can then source material based on their physical locations and use local DoD
stocks to satisfy demand. Accurate total asset visibility on a reliable network would reduce customer wait times, minimize customs
issues, and reduce second destination transportation charges. U.S. Navy (Angel Jaskuloski)
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Distribution
A journal entry from the USS Constitution’s log dated
31 December 1799 describes the first documented
replenishment at sea, a 14-hour resupply of beef,
cheese, and butter in the Caribbean. This operation
allowed Captain Silas Talbot’s crew to bypass hostile
distribution nodes in Haiti and remain under way
for 347 days of their 366-day voyage.10 Building on
this success, the Navy developed coaling-at-sea
operations during the Spanish-American War, which
then became the framework for then-Lieutenant
Chester W. Nimitz’s contributions to at-sea refueling
during World War I. The ability to replenish from the
sea was one of the Navy’s “secret weapons” during
World War II, providing critical strategic advantages.11
Today, however, adversary technological advances
could challenge the United States’ ability to operate
unimpeded at sea should conflict break out. In
November 2019, for example, the People’s Liberation
Army Navy (PLAN) tested a portable at-sea resupply
platform capable of receiving replenishment
from civilian merchant vessels. If implemented
successfully—and combined with China’s Belt and
Road initiative—it would enable the PLAN to operate
persistently in the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
Particularly in the Indo-Pacific, the naval force’s
logistical support operates from distribution nodes
far from the supply yards of the continental United
States and its territories. The support of allies,
contractors, and government agencies is required
to efficiently transport supplies during extended
operations in the South China Sea. China recognized
this in a 1999 publication, stating that “with regard
to logistical support, the U.S. military must rely
on friendly states and allies [and that] without the
considerable help of other countries, the United
States has no way to carry out any major emergency
operation.”12
China has not hesitated to pursue partners for
infrastructure and logistics support to combat
standard U.S. naval distribution systems. Sixteen
nations currently are negotiating the Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership, a free-trade
agreement, with China as the major economic force.
In addition, the Asian Infrastructure Investment

“

Commercial supply
chains are an effective
means of delivering
material at lower
operating cost, but they
often lack the resiliency
to withstand disruptions,
such as unforeseen
route closures or natural
disasters.

As China strengthens
its economic ties
with other countries
in the region, the
United States will
need allies that can
build capabilities
and infrastructure to
mutual benefit...
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Bank was established in 2016
to help fund Chinese economic
interests in partner countries to
solidify relationships.13 As China
strengthens its economic ties
with other countries in the region,
the United States will need allies
that can build capabilities and
infrastructure to mutual benefit—
for example, U.S.-funded ports
that support both commercial
and naval shipping and enable
prepositioning or expeditionary
logistics.
Distribution resiliency relies on
relationships within the naval force,
as well. The Navy and Marine
Corps must integrate their supply
chain architectures to support
rapid, flexible, and nonstandard
methods of distribution. Current
funding and budget structures
limit resource sharing even
between Marine Corps units
supporting different Marine
expeditionary forces; higher-level
control by the Defense Logistics
Agency (DLA) could better
support sharing of high-priority
material within the naval force.14
Further, the Navy–Marine Corps
team needs additional training on
multipoint distribution methods.
One option is to increase the
authority to provide lateral
support to adjacent supply
support activities within the
naval force or with NATO and
other mutual defense treaty
allies. DLA logistics centers at Air
Force and naval fleet readiness
sites offer alternative avenues
for procurement and sourcing
of high-priority material, and
global Army and Air Force supply
support activities were used as

contingent ship-to addresses
to support rapid distribution
operations in Operation Inherent
Resolve in 2016.15 Providing the
end user flexibility in sourcing
options allows individual units to
“make their own supply chain”
and has the added benefit of
making the naval supply chain less
predictable.
Management
Global supply chains need
networks that are resilient enough
to withstand attack. In 2019, cyber
attacks began to focus more on
supply chains, with an emphasis
on installing malicious code on
legitimate software using thirdparty applications.16 While any
DoD system can be attacked,
DLA relies on more than 12,000
subcontracted or third-party
vendors to support nine supply
chains, creating multiple attack
vectors for adversaries.17 Keeping
small businesses cyber-compliant
requires significant oversight and
management.
In addition to cyber attacks,
slow networks can disrupt the
supply chain by preventing
effective information transfers.
The Marine Corps, for example,
regularly experiences intermittent
outages that affect employment
of data integration systems.18
Challenges associated with the
Global Combat Support System–
Marine Corps (GCSS-MC) have
been recorded by every deployed
Marine expeditionary unit (MEU)
since 2015.19 In 2019, the 13th
MEU noted that individual orderapproval transactions took upward
of 23 minutes to complete at ideal

DLA relies on
more than 12,000
subcontracted or
third-party vendors to
support nine supply
chains, creating
multiple attack vectors
for adversaries.

...tactical sustainment
will be a shaping
factor in any future
conflict.
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transaction times.20 Such latency issues create an
administrative burden on deployed supply units
and limit their ability to outmaneuver adversaryimposed choke points on key logistics nodes.
GCSS-MC is unlikely to be viable for supporting
integrated Navy–Marine Corps supply chain
operations or operations in communicationsdegraded environments, so the naval force should
move to the Navy’s tactical IT family of systems
(NOBLE). This could help digital performance
in deployed environments, including shipboard
networks, ground tactical networks, and shorebased network infrastructure. It also could
enhance the effectiveness of mutually supportive
requisitioning and naval inventory positioning by
associating Navy–Marine Corps demands and
usage history in a common procurement system
built on standardized practices and a standard
education continuum. DoD also should seek
commercial technology and work with industry and
academia to support advancements in mutually
supportive combat service support performance.

A Shaping Factor
Supply and logistical operations have a
significant impact on the naval force’s ability
to compete, no matter the environment, and
tactical sustainment will be a shaping factor in
any future conflict. Concepts such as distributed
maritime operations and expeditionary advanced
bases will require creativity in how naval forces
source, distribute, and manage the supply
chain. The Navy and Marine Corps must more
effectively train and integrate their logisticians in
tactical and operational planning, create system
architectures that enable visibility of the naval
logistics enterprise, and enhance opportunities for
decision-making at the tactical level.

The ability to replenish from the sea was one of the Navy’s “secret weapons” during World War II. Today, however, adversary
technological advances could challenge the United States’ ability to operate unimpeded at sea should conflict break out. U.S.
Navy (David Hooper)
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Reflecting on a Contracting-toMaintenance Exchange
By: Capt Stephen Bittner
I knew my Group Commander had just been called
by the assignments team, and now he had asked
me to see him in his office. I had applied for the
Acquisition and Logistics Experience Exchange
Tour (ALEET) program (where I could exchange
from contracting into aircraft maintenance) months
prior, and I wondered if he was finally going to end
the suspense and let me know I had been turned
down. The apprehension built with each step as I
approached his office. When I stepped inside, he
said very sternly, “Stephen, you should be careful
what you wish for...” he smiled, and continued, “…
because you just might get it. Congratulations!
You’ve been selected for the maintenance
exchange!”

The relief, exuberance, and sudden pressure to
become a leader in another field piled on at once,
and while the experience has been sometimes
similar—and sometimes very different—from my
initial expectations, I have loved the ride. The
lessons I will be taking back into contracting are
certainly invaluable, and I am grateful for the
opportunity to share this outsider’s perspective
with my teammates here as well.
As a contracting officer, I (and many of my peers)
envied the leadership opportunities within
maintenance and logistics. As a contracting
Flight Commander, I had the opportunity to
lead eight Airmen, while many maintenance

Image Above: 352d SOW Deploys for Fiction Urchin: A U.S. Air Force CV-22 Osprey assigned to the 352nd Special Operations
Wing, RAF Mildenhall, United Kingdom, prepares to conduct fast rope insertion and extraction system training with Ukraine Special
Operations Forces and U.S. Army Special Forces near Berdychiv, Ukraine, Sept. 20, 2020. The 352nd SOW deployed to Ukraine
for exercise Fiction Urchin to demonstrate commitment to the Black Sea region, support the Ukraine SOF capability and increase
recruitment efforts through various training engagements. (U.S. Air Force photo by Staff Sgt. Mackenzie Mendez)
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peers were leading 50 times that number. What
I failed to appreciate at the time, however, was
that I was given the opportunity to master the
art of small team dynamics. If you understand
how to motivate and lead small teams well, this
knowledge can elevate entire organizations where
small improvements were difficult to implement
before. So I’ve taken this knowledge (gained over
two deployments, an assignment in base-level
contracting, and an assignment purchasing P-8
and KC-46 aircraft) and melded it with what I’ve
gleaned from a fantastic maintenance assignment
to offer a few thoughts here for your consideration.
1: Take the time to take care of our Airmen
In order to take care of our Airmen, I found that
that I had to take steps to ensure my focus was not
just to perform well in high-visibility briefings. One
should absolutely deliver top-tier information in
a polished manner to Group and Wing decisionmakers, but the primary purpose of a maintenance
officer, from my perspective, is to take care of

my Airmen above all else. The first “SOF Truth”
in AFSOC is that “Humans are more important
than hardware.” It was critical to keep this in the
forefront of my mind because it can be all too easy
to allow one’s briefing schedule to dictate the
week, filled with briefings, pre-briefings, prep for
the pre-briefings, and data-gathering to facilitate
prep for the pre-briefings. It is all too easy for
sharp maintenance officers to consistently nail
their briefs to the Group and Wing Commanders
and keep operations running smoothly enough at
the squadron level… just to come up short with
any sort of deliberate plan to take care of Airmen.
As a result, those leaders miss out on developing
strong interpersonal relationships or improving
Airman quality of life. If you do not deliberately
take time out of your day for our Airmen, you may
very well miss the opportunity show an Airman
that their leader cares in a field with one of the Air
Force’s highest suicide rates.
It was also helpful to have a plan to deliberately
develop Airmen. We challenged members to

AFSOC Commander, Command Chief Visit 352nd SOW Airmen: U.S. Air Force Lt Gen James Slife, Air Force Special Operations
Command commander, and AFSOC Command Chief Master Sgt. Cory Olson, speak with crew chiefs assigned to the 352nd Special
Operations Wing Nov. 5, 2019, at RAF Mildenhall, England. This year marked the first time the 352nd SOW stood up a CV-22 flying crew
chief program. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Joseph Barron)
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become green belt certified, resulting in 34
Continuous Process Improvement events in
a year. We built a Professional Development
Course plan where leaders signed up to teach
monthly, with topics from maintenance practices
and award package evaluations to the history of
US involvement in Afghanistan. We designated
SNCOs as quarterly award “murder board
presidents”, developing the SNCO while delivering
better results, and we also increased leadership
participation in Below the Zone boards to increase
engagement between senior and junior squadron
members. It is helpful in any organization to build
professional development goals and establish a
roadmap, but I found it to be especially crucial in
a larger organization with hundreds of Airmen and
thousands of related administrative requirements.
I also learned (better in maintenance than
anywhere else) that actions speak louder than
words. You can’t just tell Airmen you care about
them; you need to show them. For my junior
airmen and NCOs, this meant being present on

the flight line, regardless of the temperature or
shift. It was helpful to block off “Flight Line Time”
on my calendar a few times a week to ensure, even
in the busiest of times, I would have a consistent
presence among the Airmen. It allowed me
to learn maintenance intricacies, helped build
relationships with the team, and provided an
avenue for two-way mentorship that would not
have otherwise existed.
While a flight line presence was great for my
Airmen and junior NCOs, however, the SNCOs
often just needed a leader willing to solicit their
expertise during squadron decision-making. It can
be easy for maintenance leaders who are used
to leading large numbers to allow their status as
“The Person in Charge” to go to their head. This
can result in a directive style of leadership where
the leaders say they respect SNCO expertise but
habitually make unilateral decisions. This can
create a divided workplace where the SNCOs
place themselves on the sidelines, allow the
leader to direct away, and eventually can result

“

If you understand
how to motivate and
lead small teams
well, this knowledge
can elevate entire
organizations where
small improvements
were difficult to
implement before.

Chief Master Sgt Randy Kwiatkowski, Third Air Force command chief, receives a briefing on the capabilities of the CV-22 Osprey from
Airmen of the 352nd Special Operations Wing during a visit to RAF Mildenhall, England, Sept. 13, 2019. He also toured the 100th
Maintenance Group mission ready AGE technician score concept, met with flight-line technicians and met with the 351st Air Refueling
Squadron to learn about squadron capabilities. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Brandon Esau)
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in a soured organizational culture. The simpler,
humbler, and better-rounded approach is to pool
the unit’s expertise (when able), build buy-in, and
implement the best solution. Due to my obviously
limited maintenance knowledge, it was easier for
me to approach my maintenance SNCOs saying
“I don’t know this… I need help.” It can be more
difficult for a young leader eager to take the reins
and demonstrate that they are competent and
capable. It is certainly important to be good at
your job, but it is often equally important to be a
good team player.
2: Create a positive, constructive culture in
your unit
Beyond taking care of individual Airmen, I found
it to be critical for leaders to moderate their
actions and set the tone of the unit’s culture.
Headed into ALEET, I knew I was walking into
the “maintenance culture”, which can be a bit
tougher and brasher than in other AFSCs (certainly
more than contracting). This is partly because

maintenance can place relatively junior individuals
in dangerous situations, and poor maintenance
practices costs lives. As a result, leaders should
swiftly and affectively hold accountable those
responsible for malpractice. What this sometime
looks like, however—a Colonel raging at a First
Lieutenant for misbriefing a repair, or a production
superintendent excessively berating an Airman for
a minor administrative error—can create a vicious
cycle of cultural negativity contributing to the Air
Force’s highest suicide rate.
Thankfully, the leaders within my organization were
very different from the horror stories I’d heard
over the years. For minor, first time offences with
no trends, we would generally be able to get to
the bottom of the issue, fix the mistake, square
away the person, and move on. Trends (or more
serious mistakes) would likely merit scrutiny into
processes, teams and leadership behaviors…
though in maintenance an issue can also trend for
no reason other than that parts break sometimes.

352d SOSS Deploy Air Rapid Response Kit During Readiness Exercise: Operational Support Medical Airmen assigned to the 352d
Special Operations Support Squadron evacuate a casualty mannequin during a readiness exercise near RAF Mildenhall, England, May
27, 2020. The 352d SOSS utilized the Air Force Special Operations Command’s Air Rapid Response Kit for the first time in the European
theater of operations. (U.S. Air Force photo by Senior Airman Brandon Esau)
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If a leader’s first reaction to every misstep is a
raised voice and a threatening posture, that leader
should re-evaluate their leadership style.
In addition, I learned to show our NCOs that you
trust them by holding them (and our Airmen)
accountable to the extent necessary to fix the
issue and improve the culture. Some maintenance
leaders enjoy the opportunity to berate and
belittle, which is almost never constructive. It is
important to recognize that accountability should
involve personalized consideration, with different
actions taken for the NCO who haplessly watched
another mistake occur versus a sharp NCO who
has already corrected the Airmen, proactively put
measures in place to prevent their recurrence, and
is working to anticipate other issues throughout
the shop.
I also noticed a culture shift when I continually
reinforced the Airmen’s sense of purpose. As
leaders, this is one of our primary jobs – helping

our Airmen realize their value by connecting the
work to the mission. Purchasing a stress ball can
feel meaningless until you are told they are helping
teammates overcome PTSD. Staying a bit later to
launch an aircraft can be frustrating until you are
told it is being sent to save a life. Be one of the
reasons our Airmen are thriving… don’t just exist
to brief the Wing Commander.
3: Embrace innovation… one process at a time
The concept of Cross-Utilization Training (CUT)
was an interesting one to me. There are several
different areas of contracting, but you don’t CUT
into them; after you start to achieve proficiency in
one area, you simply rotate offices, complete basic
on-the-job training, and get back to work. It’s much
different in maintenance with more technical and
sometimes life-threatening tasks.
We didn’t have a formal CUT program at my unit,
but seeing the flexibilities that a deliberate CUT

From left to right, U.S. Air Force’s Senior Airman Carl Martin, 352d Special Operations Aircraft Maintenance Squadron support
technician, and Staff Sgt. Alex Bruce, 352d SOAMXS MC-130J equipment custodian, stand in front of the 3D printers they use to
construct plastic masks, April 27, 2020, at RAF Mildenhall, England. Bruce and Martin have produced more than 100 masks for
squadron members in the past month, following DoD health guidelines on the use of cloth face coverings by using 3D printers to
engineer face masks in an effort to combat the spread of Coronavirus. The 352d Special Operations Wing is the sole Air Force special
operations unit in the European Theater. (U.S. Air Force photo by Airman 1st Class Joseph Barron)
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program provides, we consulted other bases,
coalesced lessons learned, and put the framework
in place. The first step was to establish a set
of Production Team Maintenance tasks which
any maintainer might be expected to execute
regardless of specialty. One might argue that some
basic tasks should just be handled by crew chiefs,
but at the end of the day if we need to launch
large numbers of aircraft to meet a real-world
tasking, flexibility provided via CUT is helpful. The
next step was to regularly forecast skill shortfalls,
strategically CUT members into those skillsets, and
ensure coverage when manning was thin.
While we put quite a bit of emphasis on enlisted
CUT, maintenance officers can sometimes be
overlooked in conversations about maximizing
human capital. Contracting officers are often
very familiar with Mission Support Group (MSG)
squadron functions, especially Civil Engineering
and Finance. When contracting or civil engineering
(CE) project milestones were briefed at staff
meetings, however, I noted that maintenance
leaders sometimes missed key contractor issues
because they did not fully understand the context
surrounding contractor site visits, requests for
quotes, estimated award dates, and the difference
between a Contracting Officer Representative
(COR) and a CE Project Manager. Because of this,
I recommend that maintenance leaders should
complete at least a 1-month MSG immersion with
Contracting, CE, and Finance squadrons, arming
them with the knowledge to more effectively
leverage base resources and effect lasting change.
I also noted that the maintenance community has
limited opportunities to pass feedback to their
acquisition counterparts at the System Program
Office (SPO). I would offer to my maintenance

peers that as a contracting officer likely headed
to a SPO after this ALEET tour, I would welcome
feedback on a rolling basis to continually improve
each MDS. While this issue rises far above the
heads of individual maintenance and contracting
officers, I think the issue of continual product
enhancement should remain on the forefront of
our minds, and that we should continue to push
for and propose newer and faster ways to get
your (maintainer) feedback to me and all Air Force
buyers. I have heard countless complaints on the
maintenance side about the speed with which
the acquisition community reacts to feedback…
but I would offer to you that if the maintenance
community can work to develop faster, more
consistent ways to offer feedback, the acquisition
community would likely be able to reciprocate…
especially with the ingenious Dr. Will Roper
so recently championing speed and agility
throughout the acquisition world.
Summary
In closing, I would offer that the most important
aspect of truly good maintenance officers is not
to regurgitate information or keep aircraft flying;
rather, it is to try to give your maintainers a sense
of fulfillment and streamline onerous maintenance
processes. Don’t get lost in the glamor of highvisibility briefings or the satisfaction that may come
with a duty title. You are responsible for many
more Airmen than other officers will ever have the
chance to lead… sincerely and humbly strive to
make yourself a worthy leader each day, and you
will have done your part.
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